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CALLS
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
UNESCO Silk Roads Program
A call for proposals for the Silk Roads Youth Research Grant has been recently published by the
UNESCO Silk Roads Program. Dedicated to Social and Human Sciences, this initiative aims to support
the work of young researcher under 35 years of age. A large array of research fields is eligible as
Sciences and Technology, Traditional Knowhow and Craftsmanship, Religion and Spirituality, Language
and Literature, Art and Music. The 12 grant awardees will be announced at the end of June 2021.
Further information here: https://en.unesco.org/silkroad/youthgrant
Leiden University, Faculty of Archaeology
Assis an Professor World Archaeolog in he Academ

in Archaeology, preferably with a clear focus

on historical archaeology with global themes.
More information here: https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/vacancies/2021/q2/21-220-assistantprofessor-world-archaeology-in-the-academy
Closing date: 1 July 2021
University of Oslo
Doctoral Research Fellowship in Archaeology. The PhD project will be positioned within the field of
Environmental Archaeology, and will explore connections in the past between humans and their
environments in Central Asia. The successful candidate will be responsible for collecting, processing
and analyzing soil and sediment samples from archaeological sites in Tajikistan using archaeometric
tools such as stable isotope analysis and organic chemistry (e.g., coprostanols, bile acids), and inorganic
chemistry (e.g., phosphate analysis). The project will be supervised by Professor David Wright and is
funded by the Nordforsk Foundation, hosted at the University of Oslo. The candidate will be based in
Oslo.
For

more

information

and

how

to

apply:

https://www.jobbnorge.no/en/available-

jobs/job/205082/doctoral-research-fellowship-in-archaeology
University of Helsinki (Not about Central Asia but useful anyway)
Centre of Excellence in Ancient Near Eastern Empires or ANEE
ANEE s Team 1 Digi al H mani ies Approaches.
POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCHER(S) (1-2)
The appointee will focus on Mesopotamia or Levant during any period between 911 BCE and 100
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BCE. The proposed research project of the appointee will develop or utilize Digital Humanities
approaches.
primary:

https://www2.helsinki.fi/en/open-positions/postdoctoral-researchers-in-the-centre-of-

excellence-in-ancient-near-eastern-empires
Closing date: 6 August 2021
Iraq
Insaniyyat Forum  ا ا ّات- Tunis 2022
General presentation of the Insaniyyat Forum
Insaniyyat  ا ا ّاتis an international forum of humanities and social sciences aiming to offer
researchers, from various backgrounds and generations, a space for scientific debate among peers and
exchange with society on the research being done. Anchored in the context that Tunisia, the Maghreb
and the entire region (Middle East, Africa, Europe) are experiencing, and in the face of urgent
challenges to be met together, this large-scale meeting will contribute to revalorising the status of the
humanities and social sciences in teaching and research, to explaining the importance of these in the
administration of the affairs of the City, and to opening up a space for reflection around their recent
dynamics, in a multidisciplinary perspective.
Insaniyyat  ا ا ّاتTunis 2022 is organised by the Universities of Manouba (UMA), Tunis (UT), Tunis
al-Manar (UTM), the Institute for Research on the Contemporary Maghreb (IRMC Tunis), the GIS
(Groupement d'Intérêt Scientifique) Moyen Orient et Mondes Musulmans and the Société d'Etude du
Moyen-Orient et des Mondes Musulmans (SEMOMM), in partnership with other academic and cultural
institutions and organisations that wish to be associated with this event.
For its first edition, the Insaniyyat Forum 2022 will be held from 20 to 24 September in Tunis. For five
days, it will host a scientific symposium (conferences, workshops, round tables) and thematic meetings
bringing together humanities actors, writers, intellectuals and artists around the practices and current
issues of digital humanities, the multilingual circulation of knowledge and the dialogue between SHS
and society. It will also host an exhibition of new academic publications in the humanities and social
sciences and a rich array of artistic and cultural events.
Call for papers for the Insaniyyat Forum Tunis 2022.
Researchers in the humanities and social sciences (doctoral students, post-doctoral fellows, teacherresearchers and researchers) are invited to propose papers for the Scientific Forum in two possible ways:
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1.

Interested parties can propose contributions around the main theme of the CriseS symposium.

In the aftermath of a major health crisis, the Forum wishes to highlight, within the framework of the
symposium, research on the very notion of crisis and the mutations that are its product. This theme
invites us to place crises in a broader chronological and thematic framework, within political, social,
economic, legal or cultural changes. It will also provide an opportunity for collective reflection on the
link between the recent health crisis and the changes in the human and social sciences, in relation to
current geopolitical events and the consequences of the digitalisation of knowledge and
communication.
2.

In addition to this main theme, which is not exclusive, the Forum will welcome, in the

framework of round tables and workshops, all new research on the region (Maghreb, Middle East,
Africa, Euro-Mediterranean area) in the following disciplines: Arts and Architecture, Anthropology,
Archaeology, Literary Criticism, Didactics, Law, Demography, Design, Image Studies, Economics,
Geography, Management, Ethnology, History, History of Art, Islamology and Religious Sciences,
Comparative Religions, Linguistics, Literature, Musicology, Philology, Philosophy, Psychology,
International Relations, Sociology, Political Sciences, Educational Sciences, Information Sciences,
Translation.
United Kingdom
In erna ional Perspec i es on he Firs Millenni m BCE (IPFM): Elisabe h Koch and John
Rogers would like to invite you to take part in an informal, international, interdisciplinary workshop
group for early career researchers working on the first millennium BCE (until Alexander) in the
Mediterranean, North Africa, West Asia, and regions interacting with the aforementioned. The biweekly
Thursday meetings will start on 23 September 2021. The workshops will be hosted on Zoom and the
times will be flexible enough so that colleagues all over the world will be able to participate. Each
workshop will be started by the introduction of the speaker, their research, and their topic by a
chairperson. The speaker will then have about 20 minutes to present their research question on which
he

o ld like o ha e feedback and o her people s opinions. After the speaker presents their working

paper there will be an open discussion. After each meeting, the speaker will receive their chat protocol,
but the talk itself, and discussion, will not be recorded. Instead, we will circulate a brief summary of the
talk and discussion to attendees afterwards.
If

this sparks your

interest, please

send an

informal email,

and reach out

to

1stmillenniumbce@gmail.com for further information.
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Early Career Achievement Prize of the Oscar Montelius Foundation: The Oscar Montelius
Foundation (OMF) is instituting the Early Career Achievement Prize (ECAP). The OMF Trustees will
award the Prize annually for an outstanding early career/early professional contribution to
archaeological and heritage related work with broader societal impact. The awardee/s will be selected
by the OMF trustees and the prize will be presented by the OMF Chair each year at the opening
ceremony of the Annual Meeting of the European Association of Archaeologists (EAA).
For further information and the procedure for nominations visit: https://www.e-a-a.org/ECAP.
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CONFERENCES
Armenia
•

Republican Scientific Readings Dedicated to Archaeologist L. Yeganyan`s Memory, ShIraq
Center for Armenological studies NAS RA, Gyumri, May 22, 2021.

•

Lchashen hro gh he cen ries , Ins i

e of Archaeolog

and E hnograph NAS RA,

Ereb ni m se m, Lchashen, J l 2-4, 2021.
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
Two Rains Project conferences
A conference cycle is organized by the ERC Two Rains Project. Led by C. Petrie, this project has been
running since 2015. The conferences focus on India but also include interventions on Pakistan, Central
Asia and the Middle East. These conferences were held by videoconference on 18-05-2021 (Considering
the 4.2ka BP event in South and Western Asia), 25-05-2021 (Weather, Climate and Palaeoclimate), 01-06-2021
(Indus Civilisation and Ancient Technologies), 08-06-2021 (Hydrological and Settlement Landscapes),
15-06-2021 (Indus Bioarchaeology), 22-06-2021 (Modelling Ancient Agricultural Societies), 29-09-2021 (Climate
and the Indus Civilisation).
The full conference program and list of speakers is available at:
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/tworains/tworains-conference2021?fbclid=IwAR243qxlc_fYYADt8zNOiXnXxFNqk_lAg3gfeaBWYFbx4tuvR0b5k-Ii0Bw.
HCARN conferences
A series of conferences is organized by the Hellenistic Central Asia Research Network (HCARN) since
January and up to July 2021. In the framework of these conferences, many presentations have focused
on the heritage and archaeology of Central Asia, and in particular of Afghanistan and Uzbekistan.
On 17-02-2021, Nigora Dvurechenskaya (Institute of Archaeology Russian Academy of Sciences)
presen ed her field research res l s on U ndara For ress in a alk in i led: Uzundara Fortress,
Uzbekistan.Results of the Archaeological work conducted from 2013 to 2019 .
On 03-03-2021, Jakub Havlík (Charles University, Institute of Classical Archaeology, Prague) presented
his field

ork in a alk in i led: Khaytabad Tepa Archaeological Survey: New contribution to study of settlement

transformations in ancient northern Bactria.
On 26-05-21, Sören Stark, Djamal Mirzaakhmedov, Sirodj Mirzaakhmedov and Asan Torgoev present
their fieldwork in a talk entitled: B kha a be een An iq i and he Middle Age : Re l of he 2020 ea on of
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e ca a ion in he hah i an of B kha a.
On 23-06-21, Mitchell Allen, Rachel Mairs, Lauren Morris and Michael Zellman-Rohrer give a
presen a ion on heir c rren research en i led: The temple inscription at Sehyak, Afghanistan, and their
con e .
The

full

conference

programme

and

list

of

speakers

is

available

at:

https://hellenisticfareast.wordpress.com/lecture-series-2021/
CAAL conferences
A series of seminars has been organized by the CAAL (Central Archaeological landscape) between 1101-2021 and 15-03-2021. Called Silk Road Seminar, this event has been the opportunity to present some
recent researches about landscape archaeology and studies on Central Asia.
https://uclcaal.org/2021/01/29/silk-road-seminar-summaries-and-links/
India
On 11 June 2020, Adi Drishya Department (Rock Art) of IGNCA (Ministry of Culture, India)
had organi ed an In erna ional Webinar on he opic Vishn Shridhar Wakankar. The Chief
Archi ec of Rock Ar S dies in India .
On June 22-27, 2020, The Sharma Centre for Heritage Education, Chennai has organized a
virtual conference Archaeolog from Home: Connec ing Things and Tho gh s , it was the first
virtual international conference organised by and for early career researchers in Prehistory &
Quaternary Sciences in India.
On 29-30 July 2020, Archaeological Excavation and Exploration Department of Heritage
Society, Patna had organised a National level Virtual Conference on the topic Recent
Archaeological Investigations in South Asia.
On 2-3 July 2021, Association of Quaternary Researchers had organized AOQR Student
Colloquium on various topics on Quaternary Sciences.
Iraq
What does it mean to be nomadic in the past, present and future? 25 November (2-6pm) to 27
November 2021 (10am-6pm). Auditorium of the Grande Galerie de l'Évolution. National Museum
of Natural History, Paris (France).
Nomadism is one of the rare ways of life that can question and link pre-history to current societal and
global crises (environmental, health, governmental, economic). But what does it mean to be nomadic?
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How are nomads defined and define themselves? How have these populations adapted and are they still
adapting to their natural, cultural and political environments? What are their futures? These questions
are at the heart of the theme of this international and interdisciplinary colloquium, organised in 4
sessions:
Session 1: What is Being nomadic at the crossroads of different disciplinary fields of the humanities
and social sciences?
Session 2: What are the links between nomads of yesterday and today?
Session 3: What traces have nomadic peoples left or still leave in human history?
Session 4: What future for nomads?
A videoconference broadcast will also be available. The detailed program, registration and access
instructions will soon be available online.
Archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa from Late Antiquity to the Ottoman period.
First series: Lebanon & Jordan.
As part of the webinar series Archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa from Late Antiquity to
the Ottoman period, the Ifpo is pleased to announce the first series of meetings that will focus on
Lebanon and Jordan and will take place every two weeks during the year 2021 (January-July &
September-December). The goal of this series of conferences is to bring together specialists working
on a broad region extending from North Africa to the Middle East and focusing on the period from
Late Antiquity to Modern era. As the current pandemic is forcing us to reinvent ways of
communicating and sharing our work, a webinar would be an opportunity to reconnect the academic
community of researchers working on this field. It is open as widely as possible and aims to gather
together archaeologists working on this large area as well as students. While other regions will be
addressed in the following cycles, this first series focuses on archaeology and material culture of
Lebanon and Jordan. These meetings will present, on the one hand, ongoing projects and, on the other
hand, comparative data and synthesis studies, which will allow to frame this region into a broader
historical and geographical context. https://www.ifporient.org/archaeology-mena/.
•

AAL

Les amis de Larsa

Annual conferences cycle on middle east archaeology in Paris 1

Sorbonne University led by Prof.

Pascal Butterlin and Dr. Régis Vallet. Program and Zoom link to come very soon.
•

LCANE London Centre for the Ancient Near East

The purpose of the London Centre for the Ancient Near East is to promote London and surrounding
areas as a centre for the study of the ancient Near East: the geographical areas of Mesopotamia, the
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Levant, Egypt and the Sudan, the Arabian peninsula, Iran, Anatolia and the Aegean world, as well as
the Indus valley and other neighbouring regions.
Lecture Series Autumn 2021: ANCIENT AGRICULTURE. All lectures start at 6.15pm. Convened by
Mark Weeden. Locations to be confirmed. If via Zoom, details for joining will be advertised

watch

this space: http://banealcane.org/lcane/
Oct. 11 Sergio Alivernini (Prague): The canalization network in the Ur III period: structure, functioning,
management, and maintenance
Nov. 1 Cameron Petrie (Cambridge): Cities, towns and villages in the diverse environments of the
Indus Civilisation
Nov. 22 Amaia Arranz Otaeguiì (Madrid): Discovering the plant-based meals of the last huntergatherers and first farmers in South-Western Asia.
Nov. 29 Jaafar Jotheri (Al-Qadisiyah, via Zoom): Primary types of farms in southern Mesopotamia.
Dec. 6 Rients de Boer (Leiden): Land for service in the Old Babylonian period, a fresh look at the
ilkum-institution.
Dec. 13 Charlo e Diffe (O ford): Feeding he Ci : Urban agric l re in he Bron e Age of Wes ern
Asia.
United Kingdom
16 17 October 2021: BICANE IV

Ass ria and he Wes . A Fresh Look a he Unshakeable

Pillars of the Late Bronze to Iron Age Transition-Chronology of the Eastern Mediterranean World. A
two-day virtual colloquium (Zoom). Conveners: Pieter Gert van der Veen, Peter James & David Ellis.
Organising Bodies: BICANE (Bronze to Iron Age Chronology of the Ancient Near East Forum), JGU
(Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz), ABA (Arbeitsgruppe für Biblische Archäologie), CSAF
(Cambridge Science & Archaeology Forum). Conference Fee: The fee to attend is GBP 35, to be paid
via PayPal. (International bank charges are too high for small transfers otherwise). Note that access to
the conference will be not possible without prior payment of the fee. Arrangements & Registration:
The colloquium will be held via Zoom; and participants will receive a link, password, and further
technical details just prior to the conference. To allow adequate space for discussion, places are limited.
Students, and other participants, are welcome just to listen in. Registration is necessary for all, however.
Apply by contacting Dr David Ellis at d.ellis@csaf.org.uk, including details of your academic institution
or home address (as appropriate), and field of particular interest.
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Liminali

and H bridi

in he Ancien Near Eas and Be ond , 10 th Annual Oxford.

Postgraduate Conference in Assyriology, Wolfson College, The University of Oxford (UK), 1-2 April
2022.The theme intends to encourage dialogue about ancient representations (and the subsequent
recep ion) of liminal or in-be een s a es, iden i ies and spaces, as well as critical reflection on
scholarl

se of h brid or mi ed ca egories and approaches. The abs rac s bmission deadline is 28

January 2022. Please submit your proposed paper title and a brief abstract (250 words) to
opca@orinst.ox.ac.uk. Papers are to be 20 minutes followed by a plenary panel discussion. For more
info: https://oxfordassyriology.wordpress.com
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DISSERTATIONS
Armenia
•

Dissertation defense for the degree of the Doctor of Historical Sciences in Archaeology,
Garegin Tumanyan, Cimmerians and Scythians in eastern part of

the Armenian

highland/according to archaeological materials/Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography
NAS RA (IAE National Academy of Sciences Republic of Armenia), June 14, 2021.
•

Dissertation defense for the degree of the Candidate of Historical Sciences in Archaeology,
Hasmik Hovhannisyan, Byzantine X-XI cc. copper coins, their circulation, supervisor Dr. R.
Vardanyan (History Museum of Armenia), Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography NAS RA,
May 20, 2021.
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MOVIES
Iraq
Documentary film «Treasures of Mesopotamia: Archaeologists against Daech»
Mesopotamia was a prime target for Daech, determined to erase all traces of this founding civilisation.
But anonymous people stood in their way, fighting to save a unique heritage. Sumer, Babylon, the epic
of Gilgamesh, he legendar To er of Babel... all hese names embod Mesopo amia, (li erall

land

between the ri ers , i.e. he Tigris and he E phra es). I is in his plain kno n as he Fer ile Crescen ,
where Iraq is today, that our civilisation was born and where humanity organised itself into a society of
tens of thousands of people, invented writing and gave agriculture and architecture an unprecedented
development. What is the story behind this history, that a terrorist group with worldwide influence has
decided, among other crimes, to erase its traces forever?
The union of men.
In 2014, Mesopotamia was brought to our attention by the destructive madness of Daech. The terrorist
army has made its heritage its privileged, almost obsessive target. The main sites of Northern
Mesopotamia have been wiped off the archaeological map. Staged, the images of the exactions went
around the world and convinced Jawad Bashara, an Iraqi writer and journalist exiled in France under
the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein, to return to his country to act. He then began a race against the
programmed destruction of these founding pillars of our civilisation. Adventurous archaeologists,
students, children of the cities and marshes, soldiers in combat or guardians of sites lost in the middle
of the desert join him to save these treasures from yet another calamity.
Using new technologies, Bashara hopes to save and digitally reconstruct the sites, monuments and
works of art scattered across this conflict-ridden Iraq. Between the mines and the front lines, his
expedition brings to life in its own way this civilization which, from the first village assemblies to the
dizzying heights of its Tower of Babel, wanted to build a world that favoured the union of men over
the peace of the gods, at its own risk and peril.
https://www.arte.tv/fr/videos/078692-000-A/tresors-de-mesopotamie-des-archeologues-face-adaech/.
Youtube Channel Past and curious (Middle-east Archaeology)
Past & Curious is a series of archaeological cartoons made by young researchers with young graphic
and audiovisual professionals.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0RigqpU_M0LTGzv5KyAa0eUi-014hdPv.
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NEWS FROM THE FIELD
Armenia
•

Dash Earl Bron e Age omb e ca a ions, L. Aghik an, H. Badal an, Dash

illage, marz

(province) Armavir, April, 2021. Kura-Araxes culture 1st stage (ca. 3500/3350-2900 BC) stone cist
burial. The grave consists of more than 23 individuals, 13 vessels and over 800 beads.
•

Shah m an Earl Bron e Age omb e ca a ions, R. Badal an, L. Aghik an, A. Har

n an,

Shahumyan village, marz Armavir, May, 2021. Kura-Araxes 2nd stage (2900-2600 BC) stone cist grave.
The burial is still in the process of excavations. For this moment it contains more than 40 individuals,
around 60 vessels, 100 bronze objects and over 1000 beads of different types.
•

Haghar sin Earl Bron e Age se lemen e ca a ions, L. Aghik an, K. Azatyan, Haghartsin

village, marz Tavush, June, 2021. Armenian-French Ta sh projec (co-directors B. Perello/CNRS,
Maison de l`Orient et de la mediterranee, Lyon/and R. Badalyan). A new discovered Kura-Araxes (II
stage, 2900-2600 BC) site. A few pits and structures have been uncovered during 4 test trenches
excavations.
•

Nerkin Na er Middle Bron e, La e Bron e age ombs e ca a ions, H. Simon an (Scien efic-

research center for historical cultural heritage, Ministry of culture), Agarak village, marz Aragatsotn,
June, 2021.
•

Lernaker La e Bron e, Iron Age gra es e ca a ions, B. Vardan an, M. Saribek an, IAE NAS

RA, Lernakert village, marz ShIraq, June, 2021.
•

Ar asha '' classic period Armenian capi al (II BC - V AD cc.) excavations, M. Zardaryan, IAE

NAS RA, marz Ararat, May, 2021.
•

Sha i ank 10 h-14th cc. monastery excavations, K. Azatyan, A. Babajanyan, Eghegnadzor

regional museum, Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography NAS RA, Shatin village, marz Vayots
Dzor, May, 2021.
India
Covid-19 has largely affected the archaeological field-oriented programs and few archaeological
excavations were carried out between 2020 to 2021 with the government restriction. List of the most
important archaeological excavations during 2020-2021 are listed below:
Lali Pahadhi Excavation. Lali Pahadhi is a 9 th- 12th century Buddhis Monastery site, located in
JaynagarVillge of Lakhisarai District in Bihar State. This excavation was carried out for three field
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seasons from 2018 to 2020.This excavation was carried out by Dr. Anil Kumar and his team of VisvaBharati University, Santiniketan. This excavation has yielded remains of Buddhist Monastery with a
large courtyard in centre and two Buddhist stupa in front of both sides of main entrance gate facing
east. The important archaeological remains discovered from this excavation include several terracotta
votive stupas, perforated Koudi shells, stone and terracotta sculptures of Buddhist deities and incised
two monastic seals.
Pattanam Excavation (10°09.434'N; 76°12.587'E). Pattanam is an early historical site located in
Vadekkekara village under Chittatukara Panchayat of Ernakulam district, Kerala. Pattanam lies between
Kodungallur and North Paravur in the Periyar Delta of Ernakulam district. Historically its an important
site because of itswell-preserved nature and evidence of international maritime trade with Romans.
Several Roman Amphoras have been found from this excavation.Pattanam appears to have been an
integral part of the ancient trading port of Muziris/MuciriPattinam. As a trans-oceanic hub, the region
finds copious mention in various Indian and European classical texts. Prof. P.J. Cherian of PAMA
Heritage is the director of this excavation his team is excavating this site since last nine field seasons.
Tewar Excavation (Site 1). Excavation at this site was restarted in 2021 by Jabalpur Circle of
Archaeological Survey of India. This site is located inJabalpur District of Chhattisgarh State. It is a
multicultural site having the deposits of Chalcolithic, Early Historical and Early Medieval cultures. This
site is believed to be part of an ancient city Trip ri (li erall , hree ci ies ). In a Sanskrit-language name
that occurs in ancient literature and inscriptions, some imes i h he aria ion Trip ra and Tirp ri ,
the Prakrit form of the name, can be found on copper coins dated to the 2nd century BCE or earlier.
During 1951 52, a Sagar University team led by Prof. M G Dixit conducted excavations at Tewar, and
found remnants of the black and red ware culture, along with microliths. During 1966 67, further
excavations were conducted by a team comprising members from Sagar University, Deccan College
PGRI and MS Vadodara universities. Later excavation was financed by the Madhya Pradesh
government, and led by Prof. H. D. Sankalia of Deccan College PGRI, Pune. Latest Excavation at this
site was caried out during 2021, which unearthed ancient copper coins, terracotta and stone sculptures
and brick structures.
Karanbel Tripuri Excavation (Site 2). This site is situated in Jabalpur District of Chhattisgarh
State. This could of one the early historical city site under the ancientTripuri the three cities. Excavation
work at this site has inaugurated by Minister of State (IC) for Culture & Tourism Shri Prahlad Singh
Patel on 16 January 2021 and responsibility of this excavation has been taken by the Jabalpur Circle of
Archaeological Survey of India. The name of he o n Trip ri of he Chedi region, can be fo nd
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inscribed on copper coins dated to the 3rd century BC. Excavation at this site unearthed stone
sculptures, terracotta figures, red ware pottery and burned mud brick structures.
Sivakalai Excavation. It is a multi-cultural site dated back to 1200 BCE. This site is situated
about 40 km from Tirunelveli town in southern Tamil Nadu. But it comes under the neighbouring
Tuticorin district of Tamil Nadu state. The excavation at this site was resumed on May 25, 2020, by the
Tamil Nadu State Archaeology department. This site is known for its iron age urn burials and iron
artifacts in well-preserved condition. What is important about Sivakalai is that it is not only a massive
urn-burial site, but it has two big habitation mounds, which are more or less intact. While the
burgeoning cultivation has destroyed the three habitation mounds of Adichanallur, including one at
Adichanallur itself, and the remaining two at the nearby Kaalvai and Karungulam villages, the two big
habitation mounds of Sivakalai have not been disturbed much. These two habitation mounds are at
Sivakalai itself and the nearby Parakrama Pandiapuram village.
Adichanallur Excavation. It is the oldest Iron Age site in South India till now. Adichanallur site
as firs e ca a ed b

German archaeolog

en h sias Dr Jagor in 1876. Bri ish India s ASI

Superintending Engineer Alexander Rea excavated the site between 1899 and 1905, and ASI
Superintending Archaeologist Dr Sathya Murthy also probed the site in 2004-06. Additionally, many
archaeologists had taken up antiquity exploration in the region. This exaction was resumed by
Superintending Archaeologist T Arun Ra of Tamil Nadu State Archaeology departmentin February
2020. This site has hight number of urn burials, copper, and iron artifacts. Black-and-Red Ware ceramic
and Dull Red Ware are the characteristic pottery of this site. Radiocarbon dating has revealed that
Adichanallur could be dated between 905 BCE and 696 BCE.
Keezhadi excavation. It is a Sangam age (3ed Century BCE - 3ed Century AD) settlement that
is being excavated by the Archaeological Survey of India and the Tamil Nadu Archaeology Department.
The excavation at this site was reopened during early 2021 by Tamil Nadu Archaeology Department.
This site is located 12 km southeast of Madurai in Tamil Nadu, near the town of Keezhadi in
Sivagangai district. The exquisitely crafted pot, measuring 72 cm in width and 42 cm in height, was
found by an ASI team led by K. Amarnath Ramakrishna, Superintending Archaeologist. Important
discoveries form this site include terracotta ring well, burned and sundried brick structures, terracotta
figures, drainage channels and urn burials. The excavations conducted so far on just one out of 100
acres of identified land at the spot had led to discovery of 4,125 artefacts pointing to the existence of
an ancient Tamil civilisation that could have thrived on the banks of Vaigai River.
Tigrana excavation. Tigrana is a Harappan site located in Bhiwani district of Haryana. The
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excavation at this site carried during late 2020 to mid-2021 by Dr. Narender Parmar, Department of
History and Archaeology, Central University of Haryana. This site was subject of various
archaeological project carried out by State Archaeology department Haryana, Banaras Hindu University
and Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute (Deemed University) and recently by Central
University of Haryana. This site has its own special place in Harappan Archaeology because of the
evidence of production of copper implements and copper smelting. Other than the metallurgy of this
site, it has evidence of settlement and growth of city during early Harappan period.
Ahichachhatra. The clearance of trenches was carried out in the year of 2021 under
Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi. The site has reported the deposit of Ochre Coloured
Pottery (OCP), Painted Grey Ware (PGW). In the early historical period site was considered to be the
capital of Panchala Kingdom.
Hastinapur. The clearance of trenches was carried out in the year of 2021 under Archaeological
Survey of India, New Delhi. The site was excavated by B.B. Lal in the late 50s under the project
Mahabharata where excavator came across the deposit of Ochre Coloured Pottery (OCP), Painted
Grey Ware (PGW) subsequently followed by Black and ware and Medieval deposit.
Rakhigarhi. Currently the largest Harappan site in the subcontinent is undergoing the
excavation in the month of Nov, 2021. The excavation is being conducted by Archaeological Survey of
India, New Delhi.
Excavated Harappan Sites in past 10 Years
Khirsara, District Kachchh, Gujarat 2010 (IAR 2009-10, IAR 2012-13).
Karsola kheda District Jind, Haryana - 2010-11- few pottery kilns have been rescued suggesting
pottery manufacture as one of the major activities at the site along with agriculture (Late Harappan
phase), (IAR 2010-11).
Dabli Vas Chugta, District Hanumangarh, Haryana 2010- Early- Mature- Late Harappan (IAR
2010-11).
Ganeshwar, District Sikar(IAR 2012-13).
Kotada-Bhadli-2010-13 (IAR 2010-11, IAR 2012-13).
Rupnagar or Rupar, Punjab 2010 (IAR 2011-12).
Shikarpur, Bhachhau Taluka, District Kachchh, Gujarat (IAR 2008-2009-10, IAR 2010-11, IAR
2012-13).
Farmana, Haryana 2006 (IAR 2009-10).
Kanmer, District Kachchh, Gujarat (IAR 2008-2009).
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Karanpura, Rajasthan 2013-14 (IAR 2012-13).
Binjor 4MSR, Rajasthan 2014-17 (IAR 2014-15).
Rakhigarhi, Haryana 2014-2017 (IAR).
Kunal village, 2017-2019- pre-Harappan site (Joglekar. 2018).
Sinauli, 2018 - contemporaneous with the Late Harappan culture (Manjul.S.K. 2018).
Juna Khatiya, District KachchhGujarat 2019 (Early Harappan)- unearthed several skeletal
remains from a cemetery-like burial site where 26 graves out of the nearly 300-odd ones were excavated.
(Rajesh. S.V).
Kalibangan, excavation on the outskirts of site- 2019 (Times of India. 2020).
Iraq
Since 2019, internationals excavation teams are back at work in southern Iraq:
- The Italian-Iraqi mission of Ab Tbeirah, direc ed b Franco d Agos ino.
- The Iraqi-Italian Mission at the Seven Mo nds of Erid (AMEr), direc ed b Franco d Agos ino.
- The Iraqi-Russian Mission of Tell Dehaila, directed by Alexei Jankowski-Diakonoff.
- Uruk-Warka Archaeological Reasearch, directed by Margarete Van Ess (back in 2016).
- Tello/Ancient Girsu Project, directed by Sebastien Rey.
- Lagash Archaeological Project, directed by Holly Pittman.
- The French Mission of Larsa-Oueili, directed by Regis Vallet.
Larsa and Tell el U aili
After thirty years of interruption, the French mission to Larsa and Tell el U aili (Dhi Qar) res med i s
fieldwork in 2019, for two seasons of one month each. In Larsa, several complementary surveys
changed our understanding of the site, revealing the network of channels supplying the city (Fig. 1).
The excavations focused on the sector north of the E-Babbar, the temple of the Sun-God Shamash,
patron deity of Larsa, whose reoccupation in the Hellenistic period is more important than expected.
Two buildings are being explored, B48 and B50. B48 is a large Hellenistic house (650 sq. m.) part of a
well-planned neighborhood. In Trench B50, below a very fragmentary Hellenistic temple, lay a major
temple of the Old-Babylonian city, which remains to be identified. It is provided with massive
mudbrick walls (5.6m wide at most) preserved in height up to the first storey of the building in some
rooms (4.5m high).
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In U aili, a ne

rench as open in he con in a ion of he e ca a ions nder aken in he 80s on he

northwest flank of the Tell where the Ubaid 0 levels (7th millennium BC) are close to the surface.
Three hundred square meters were cleared (Fig. 2) and five architectural levels identified. The structures
of level 5 correspond to the last Ubaid 0 level of occupation. The habitat is much denser than expected,
and combines housing with small associated storage structures. The extension of the excavations in the
next campaigns should bring more insights on the organization of the early Ubaid village and the
origins of sedentary lifestyle in southern Iraq.
Regis Vallet (CNRS - IFPO)

Fig. 1: interconnection of large urban canals (20m wide) in the northern part of Larsa (copyright: R.
Vallet).
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Fig. 2: aerial view of the Ubaid 0 habitat (7th millennium) of Uwaili cleared in 2019 (copyright: R.
Vallet).
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EXHIBITIONS
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
Louvre Museum
The e hibi ion Splende

d A ie cen al. S

le o e ca a ani e d O b ki an is nder prepara ion and

will be held in Louvre Museum, Paris, between 20-04-2022 and 25-07-2022. It will focus on the history
and archaeology of Uzbekistan from antiquity to the Islamic period, highlighting the importance of the
region within supra-regional exchanges, including those of the Silk Road.
J. Getty Museum
The e hibi ion Persia: Ancien Iran and he Classical World

ill be presen ed be een 06-04-2022 and

08-08-2022 by the J. Getty Museum at the Getty Villa, Los Angeles.
This exhibition will explore the connection between ancient Persia, Greece and Rome during the first
millennium BC and the first millennium AD.
United Kingdom
EPIC IRAN, 29th May - 12th September 2021, Victoria & Albert Museum, London (UK): Epic
Iran explores 5,000 years of Iranian art, design and culture, bringing together more than 300 objects
from ancient, Islamic and con emporar Iran. I

ill be he UK s firs major e hibi ion in 90 ears o

present an overarching narrative of Iran from 3000 BC to the present day. Epic Iran is organised by the
V&A with the Iran Heritage Foundation in association with The Sarikhani Collection.
https://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/epic-iran.
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
United Kingdom
The Oxford Nizami Ganjavi Centre (ONGC). The University of Oxford s dedicated centre for
research into the history, languages and cultures of Azerbaijan, the Caucasus and Central Asia from
antiquity to modern times. The centre offers visiting fellowships, research scholarships for graduate
students, small grants for research students and academic staff, as well as running its own programme
of activities and events.
https://www.ongc.ox.ac.uk/home.
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
United Kingdom
Teaching Associate in Assyriology (part-time, fixed term for 3 years, from 15 September 2021
or as soon as possible thereafter), Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge (UK).
Deadline for applications: 16 July 2021.
https://www.jobs.cam.ac.uk/job/30182/
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LECTURES
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
India
Covid-19 situation has largely affected India and Indian education system. Indian Archaeology and
academic activity also came under the problematic situation. Therefore, most of the academic
conferences which happened in Indian archaeology were online based. There are few selected and
prominent archaeological conferences are listed here who were taken placed on virtual platform during
March 2020 to October 2021.
Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute (Deemed University), Pune is one the leading
Universities for archaeological studies in India, this university was steeping in its Bicentury on 6
October 2021, therefore, the administration of this institution started a series of lectures and
conferences related with archaeological research. This lecture series started on 6 October 2020 and
continued till 6 October 2021. The important lecture under this series are:
On 30 December 2020, Prof. Ravi Korisettar, a UGCemeritus fellow D.C. Pavate Chair for Art
and Archaeology Karnataka University, delivered lecture on Archaeology of Sangankallu.
On 10 April 2020, Prof. Jonathan Mark Kenoyer, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA, had
delivered lecture on Textiles and Basketry of the Indus Tradition: Archaeological evidence and
historical legacy.
From March 2020 to May 2021, The Sharma Centre for Heritage Education, Chennai has
organized a series of free lectures divided in 100 episodes. These lectures have covered up few
eminent international scholars in field of Prehistoric Archaeology and Field Archaeology.
On 7thJune 2020, The Nibbling Nuts had organized a special lecture by Miss Bhenu Thakur on
opic Go l: The Backbone of Gond Tribe .
On 26thJuly 2020, The Nibbling Nuts had organized a special lecture by Dr. TosabantaPadhan
on opic Neoli hic C l re of Odisha .
On 3rd April 2021, international webinar on 'Understanding Rock Art of Europe' and Fifth Dr.
V. S. Wakankar Memorial Lecture on 'Common Themes in the Rock Art of India & China' were
organised by Adi Drishya Department, Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi,
Ministry of Culture, Government of India.
On 14 June 2021, Prof. Vasant Shinde, Former Vice-Chancellor of Deccan College
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Postgraduate and Research Institute (Deemed University), Pune had delivered lecture on
Harappan Culture: New Dimensions& Paradigm Shift.
On 14th June 2021, Indian Council of Historical Research, Western Regional Centre, Pune had
organized Special Online lecture by Prof. J.S. Kharakwal of JNR Rajasthan Vidyapeeth on topic
Ancient Metal Making in Aravallis with Special Reference to Zinc.
On 26thJune 2021, Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT), Gandhinagar had organized an online
lecture by Dr. DennysFrenez on opic The Ind s Ci ili a ion Trade
Communities of the Oman Peninsula

i h he Umm an-Nar

Hin s of a Marke ing S ra eg .

On 31 July 2021, Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT), Gandhinagar had organized an online
lecture by Dr. Akinori Uesugi on topic Mari ime Trade be een he Harappan Ci ili a ion and
Bahrain o ars he end of he Urban Phase .
On31stJuly 2021, The Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH), New
Delhi has organized an online lecture by Dr. S.B. Ota and Dr. R.K Ganjoo on opic PreHis oric Heri age of Laddakh Himala a .
Note: Given below link consist of lectures on youtube by Prof. Vasant Shinde.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcOdbUYSYZs
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MONOGRAPHS
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
Yuminov A., Ankusheva N., Ankushev M, Zaykova E. and Artemyev D. Geoarchaeology and
Archaeological Mineralogy: Proceedings of 6th Geoarchaeological Conference, Miass, Russia, 16-19 September
2019. Springer Proceedings in Earth and Environmental Sciences. Springer. 2021. ISBN:
9783030488642.
This book presents general problems in geoarchaeology, and discusses geophysical solutions, X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry applications, X-ray and isotope analyses and GIS technologies. It also
examines practical reconstructions of technological processes used in ancient time, and investigates the
use of minerals and rocks by ancient societies in the territories of modern Russia, Ukraine,
Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan, as well as the characteristics of ores, metallurgical slags and data on the
composition and impurities of archaeological metals. Intended for archaeologists, historians, museum
workers and geologists studying noble metals and copper, the book is also a useful resource for
students, graduate students, experts and anyone interested in the use of various minerals at different
s ages of h mani s de elopmen .
Mairs, R. (ed.), The Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek World, Routledge, 2020. 152.00 £. ISBN:
9781138090699.
This volume provides a thorough conspectus of the field of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek studies,
mixing theoretical and historical surveys with critical and thought-provoking case studies in archaeology,
history, literature and art. The chapters from this international group of experts showcase innovative
methodologies, such as archaeological GIS, as well as providing accessible explanations of specialist
techniques such as die studies of coins, and important theoretical perspectives, including postcolonial
approaches o he Greeks in India. Chap ers co er he region s archaeolog ,

ri en and n misma ic

sources, and a history of scholarship of the subject, as well as culture, identity and interactions with
neighbouring empires, including India and China. The Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek World is the go-to
reference work on the field, and fulfils a serious need for an accessible, but also thorough and criticallyinformed, volume on the Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek kingdoms. It provides an invaluable
resource for anyone interested in the Hellenistic East.
Lyonnet B. and Dubova N.A. (ed.), The world of the Oxus civilization, The Routledge Worlds.
Routledge. Londres. New York. 2021. 152.00 £. ISBN 9781138722873
This collection of essays presents a synthesis of current research on the Oxus Civilization, which rose
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and developed at the turn of the 3rd to 2nd millennia BC in Central Asia. First discovered in the 1970s,
the Oxus Civilization, or the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC), has engendered many
different interpretations, which are explored in this volume by an international group of archaeologists
and researchers. Contributors cover all aspects of this fascinating Bronze Age culture: architecture;
material culture; grave goods; religion; migrations; and trade and interactions with neighboring
civilizations, from Mesopotamia to the Indus, and the Gulf to the northern steppes. Chapters also
e amine he O s Ci ili a ion s roo s in pre io s local c ltures, explore its environmental and
chronological context, or the possibly coveted metal sources, and look into the reasons for its decline.
The World of the Oxus Civilization offers a broad and fascinating examination of this society, and provides
an invaluable updated resource for anyone working on the culture, history, and archaeology of this
region and on the multiple interactions at work at that time in the ancient Near East.
Aoki S., Taniguchi Y., Rickerby S., Mori M., Kijima T., Bomin S. and A. Kirino, Conservation and
Painting Techniques of Wall Paintings on the Ancient Silk Road. Springer Cultural Heritage Science.
Springer. Singapore. 2021. ISBN: 978-981-334-160-9.
This book presents recent research on ancient Silk Road wall paintings, providing an up-to-date analysis
of their coloring materials and techniques, and of developments in efforts to preserve them.
The destruction of the Bamiyan Buddhas in 2001 encouraged international collaboration between
conservation research institutes to study and pro ec

he Silk Road s pain ed heri age. The

collaborations led to exciting new discoveries of the rich materials used in wall painting, including
diverse pigments and colorants, and various types of organic binding media. In addition, comparative
research across the region revealed shared painting practices that indicate the sophisticated exchange of
technologies and ideas. In parallel with these advances in technical understanding, greater awareness
and sensitivity has been fostered in endeavors to preserve this fragile heritage.
Houal, J.-B., La céramique antique et médiévale de Termez et de Khaitabad (Ouzbékistan): Regards sur
l'Asie centrale du IIIe siècle av. J.-C. au XVIIIe siècle. Histoire et Archéologie. Hermann. Paris. 2021.
53.00 . ISBN: 9791037003867.
Les isi e rs e les arch olog es l i on donn bien des noms: Ale andrie de l O s, Tarmi a, Thirmidh.
Les es iges de la ci adelle de l ancienne Terme son a jo rd h i encore isibles de loin en bord re d
fleuve Amou-Darya, sur le territoire de la Bactriane antique. Juchée sur un promontoire, la citadelle
s es rapidemen d elopp e po r de enir ne des capi ales de l Empire ko chan, a c
l Asie cen rale. Ce o rage s r la c ramiq e de Terme e de Khai abad repose s r

r m me de
ne rame

chronologique très large, depuis le IIIe siècle avant notre ère au XVIIIe siècle. S app an s r les
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chan iers arch ologiq es o er s en re 1993 e 2008.par la MAFO

(AOrOc), l anal se

pologiq e,

élaborée à partir des contextes de fouille, offre une lecture spa iale e chronologiq e de l ensemble des
corpus. Le livre se veut un outil de référence pour les études céramologiques dans cette région de
l O b kis an.
Callieri P. and Olivieri L.M., Ce amic f om he e ca a ion in he hi o ic e lemen a B -ko ghwaṇ ḍ ai (Barikot) Swat, Pakistan (1984-1992), 2 vols. Serie Orientale Roma. Sang-e-Meel
Publication. Lahore. Pakistan. 2020. ISBN: 969-35-3312-7.
La monografia presenta i risultati dello studio dei più di 100.000 frammenti ceramici diagnostici
provenienti dagli scavi 1984-1992 nel sito urbano di Barikot. Il volume 1, di L.M. Olivieri, costituisce
l'elaborazione del materiale presentato nel volume 2, di P. Callieri. Si tratta del principale lavoro sulla
ceramica della regione gandharica mai pubblicato, e la provenienza da scavi stratigrafici ha reso
possibile produrre quella sequenza ceramica per il periodo storico pre-islamico che sinora mancava nel
Nord-Ovest del subcontinente indo-pakistano.
Myrdal E. (ed.), South Asian archaeology and art 2014 papers presented at the twenty-second International
Conference of the European Association for South Asian Archaeology and Art held at the Museum of Far
Eastern Antiquities/National Museums of World Culture, Stockholm, Sweden, 30th of June to 4th of July
2014. New Delhi Dev Publishers and Distributors. 2020. ISBN: 9387496368.
Laxshmi R. G. and Hardy A. (eds.), Research Presented at the Twenty-third Conference of the European
Association for South Asian Archaeology and Art, Cardiff, 2016. 2 volumes, Dev Publishers and
Distributors. New Delhi. 2020. ISBN: 9789381406953- 9789381406960.
Albery H., Hartmann J.-U., and Ray H. P., Power, presence and space: South Asian rituals in
archaeological context. Archaeology and Religion in South Asia. Routledge. 2020. 120.00£. ISBN:
9780367133962.
Patterns of ritual power, presence, and space are fundamentally connected to, and mirror, the societal
and political power structures in which they are enacted.
This book explores these connections in South Asia from the early Common Era until the present day.
The essays in the volume examine a wide range of themes, including a genealogy of ideas concerning
Vedic rituals in European thought; Buddhist donative rituals of Gandhara and Andhra Pradesh in the
early Common Era; land endowments, festivals, and temple establishments in medieval Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka; Mughal court rituals of the Mughal Empire; and contemporary ritual complexes on the
Nilgiri Plateau. This volume argues for the need to redress a historical neglect in identifying and
theorising ritual and religion in material contexts within archaeology. Further, it challenges existing
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theoretical and methodological forms of documentation to propose new ways of understanding rituals
in history. This volume will be of great interest to scholars and researchers of South Asian history,
religion, archaeology, and historical geography.
Olbrycht M.J., Early Arsakid Parthia (ca. 250-165 B.C.): at the crossroads of Iranian, Hellenistic, and
central Asian history. Mnemosyne, Supplements, History and Archaeology of Classical Antiquity,
volume 440. Brill. 2021. 120 . ISBN: 9789004460751.
In his new monograph Early Arsakid Parthia (ca. 250-165 B.C.): At the Crossroads of Iranian, Hellenistic, and
Central Asian History, Marek Jan Olbrycht explores the early history of the Arsakid Parthian state.
Making use of literary and epigraphic evidence as well numismatic and archaeological sources, Olbrycht
convincingly depicts how the Arsakid dynasty created a kingdom (248 B.C.-A.D. 226), small at first,
which, within a century after its founding, came to dominate the Iranian Plateau and portions of
Central Asia as well as Mesopo amia. The Par hian geni s la in he Arsakids abili

o ha e blended

their steppe legacy with that of sedentary Iranians, and to have absorbed post-Achaemenid Iranian and
Seleukid socio-economic, political, and cultural traditions.
Clift P.D., Monsoon rains, great rivers, and the development of farming civilizations in Asia, Cambridge
University Press. Cambridge. 2021. ISBN: 9781107030084.
The Asian monsoon and associated river systems supply the water that sustains a large portion of
humanity, and has enabled Asia to become home to some of the oldest and most productive farming
systems on Earth. This book uses climate data and environmental models to provide a detailed review
of variations in the Asian monsoon since the mid-Holocene, and its impacts on farming systems and
human settlement. Future changes to the monsoon due to anthropogenically-driven global warming are
also discussed. Faced with greater rainfall and more cyclones in South Asia, as well as drying in North
China and regional rising sea levels, understanding how humans have developed resilient strategies in
the past to climate variations is critical. Containing important implications for the large populations and
booming economies in the Indo-Pacific region, this book is an important resource for researchers and
graduate students studying the climate, environmental history, agronomy and archaeology of Asia.
United Kingdom
Rients de Boer, The Ik n-p a Le e A chi e f om Tell ed-D (PIHANS 131), Leuven: Peeters 2021.
78 euro. ISBN 978-90-429-4315-5.
This volume sees the publication of fifty-six early Old Babylonian letters from ca. 1880 BCE. They
were found by legendary Iraqi archaeologist Taha Baqir in 1941 at the site of Tell ed-Der, ancient
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Sippar-Amnanum, in central Iraq. The letters are written in an early dialect of Akkadian and are part of
the archives of an ancient firm. This firm consisted of a number of families engaged in local
agriculture, the manufacturing of textiles, crediting, and international trade. As such it was part of the
same larger trade networks as those already known from the contemporary Old Assyrian archives
found in central Turkey. The firm strived to have good relations with local Amorite rulers, such as
Sumu-la-El, the first king of Babylon, and they used their own trading agents to represent them in fara a ci ies s ch as Mari. For hese reasons, he le ers are also an impor an so rce for Bab lonia s
political and socio-economic history.
Francesco M. Benedettucci, Tell Al-Mashhad. La ceramica (CSM 7), Rome: Aracne Editrice 2021.
22 Euro. ISBN 979-12-5994-097-1.
The site of Tell al-Mashhad, in the immediate vicinity of the perennial springs of 'Ayun Musa, at the
foot of Mount Nebo, in Jordan, has returned, in the course of five excavation campaigns, carried out
between 1999 and 2011, a considerable quantity of ceramic material, mostly dated to the Iron II era.
The material is studied in this volume in an attempt to recognize similarities and differences with the
ceramic production of the other regions of the Syro-Palestinian area.
Excavations at the Cappadocia Gate: Kerkenes Final Reports 1, By Geoffrey D. Summers, with
contributions by Susanne Berndt, Yilmaz Selim Erdal, Evangelia Piskin, Yasemin Özarslan, Noël Siver,
Francoise S mmers, Rober Ta e, and Nil fer Ba ra o l Y ne , in rod c ion b Da id S ronach, and
Turkish summary by Güzin Eren (Oriental Institute Publications 145). Chicago: The Oriental Institute,
2021. $149. ISBN: 978-1-61491-059-6.
The ci

on he Kerkenes Da in he high pla ea of cen ral T rke

as a ne Iron Age capi al, er

probably Pteria. Founded in the later seventh century BC, the city was put to the torch in the mid-sixth
century and then abandoned. Between 1999 and 2011, what we have called the Cappadocia Gate
of the seven city gates that pierce the 7 km of strong stone defenses

one

was excavated in its entirety.

This volume documents as fully as possible the results of those excavations.
The location of the gate and its architecture are discussed and illustrated, with a chapter devoted to its
partial restoration. Cultic installations within the gate structure include a built stepped monument with
semi-iconic idol, an aniconic stela, and graffiti representing similar stones. Sculpture set up at the back
of the gate comprised many fragments of a life-size statue supported by a plinth bearing adorsed
sphinxes carved in relief. The remains of two human victims of the destruction are examined, as are
animal bones that perhaps provide evidence of meals consumed by builders of the gate. Pottery and
other finds, including well-preserved iron door bands, are presented, as is an exceptional ornament of
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gold and electrum. A final chapter attempts to place these remarkable discoveries in a wider context.
Streck, Michael P. (ed.), Sprachen des Alten Orients. 4th rev. and augmented edition. Darmstadt:
Verlag bg Academic 2021. 40.00 . ISBN 978-3-534-27246-4.
Kelly, Adrian and Metcalf, Christopher (eds.), Gods and Mortals in Early Greek and Near
Eastern Mythology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2021. $ 120.00 ISBN:
9781108480246.
This volume centres on one of the most important questions in the study of antiquity

the interaction

between Greece and the Ancient Near East, from the Mycenaean to the Hellenistic periods. Focusing
on the stories that the peoples of the eastern Mediterranean told about the gods and their relationships
with humankind, the individual treatments draw together specialists from both fields, creating for the
first time a truly interdisciplinary synthesis. Old cases are re-examined, new examples discussed, and the
whole range of scholarly opinions, past and present, are analysed, critiqued, and contextualised. While
direct textual comparisons still have something to show us, the methodologies advanced here turn their
attention to deeper structures and wider dynamics of interaction and influence that respect the cultural
autonomy and integrity of all the ancient participants.
Wenning, Robert, Materialien zu den eisenzeitlichen Gräbern in Israel/Palästina. Münster: Zaphon
2021. 160.00 ISBN 978-3-9327-116-8.
Reade, Wendy, The First Thousand Years of Glass-Making in the Ancient Near East.
Compositional Analyses of Late Bronze and Iron Age Glasses. Oxford: Archaeopress
2021. £45.00 (No VAT) ISBN 9781789697032.
Le Brun, Alain avec une contribution de Naomi F. Miller, S e. Sondage
I, couches 21 à 18 (campagnes 1977-1979) (Tra a
l E hnologie, Ren Gino
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PHD DISCUSSION
Iraq
PhD Defence Mathilde Mura (Arscan

VEPMO), 25/06/2021

Dynamiques des tells et destructions militaires,

de compara i e de l

ol ion des

ells

archéologiques proche et moyen-orientaux dans trois micro-r gions de S rie, d Iraq e d Afghanis an.
Dir. Prof. P. Butterlin (ArScAn-VEPMO), Tuteur J. Bendezu-Sarmiento (CNRS).
Tells, anthropic formations linked to the evolution and degradation of earthen architecture, are at the
heart of archaeological issues in the Near and Middle East. Three micro-regions in Syria, Iraq and
Afghanistan constitute the corpus of study of these formations and their evolution. Each micro-region
has its own geographical and historical specificities which will allow us to compare the different forms
taken by the dynamics of the destruction of tells. The question of the erosion of tells, and its major
impact on the evolution of archaeological sites will be taken into account in order to obtain an
articulated vision of natural and anthropic damages. This thesis therefore proposes a double vision of
archaeological sites in their intrinsic geographical context and in a specific current context where they
are victims of damage linked to conflicts and looting on a repeated basis. The aim is to eventually
develop a method of action on these sites that takes into account all the factors that affect them.
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PROJECTS
Austria
The Spirited Horse
This project by Laerke Recht, Professor in Early Eastern Mediterranean Archaeology at the Institut für
An ike of he Uni ersi

of Gra (A s ria), s ar ed as par of he Marie Sk odo ska-Curie Fellowship

The Spirited Horse (Horizon 2020, TSH 742303) based at the McDonald Institute for Archaeological
Research, University of Cambridge. It investigates human-animal relations in the ancient Near East,
with equids (horses, donkeys and horse-donkey hybrids) as the main focus, and with an understanding
of animals as social actors. The data used include the material culture of the Bronze Age Near East in
the form of archaeological contexts with equid remains (burials, sacred space, settlements and other
contexts), supplemented by iconography, textual references and finds associated with equids, such as
chariots and harnesses. The application of research from the interdisciplinary field of Human-Animal
Studies enables a dynamic approach to human-animal interfaces where the agency of animals is
recognised. This results in a new type of study of how humans encounter and interact with other
animals, and how those animals, in turn, interacts with humans, with broader implications for human
involvement with their environment, both today and in the past.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/spirited-horse
https://spiritedhorse.wordpress.com/about/
Astronomical Diaries Digital
The Astronomical Diaries Digital, based at the Department of Near Eastern Studies of the University
of Vienna, intends to produce a digital edition of the Babylonian Astronomical Diaries, which will then
constitute the basis for computer-assisted analyses of hitherto neglected aspects pertaining to the
internal structure of the corpus.
https://ucris.univie.ac.at/portal/en/projects/astronomical-diaries-digital(90fa4021-a5f8-447d-8200c9548cdc7703).html
Bestiarium Mesopotamicum: Animal Omens in Ancient Mesopotamia
The project, based at the Department of Near Eastern Studies of the University of Vienna, examines
he Ancien Mesopo amian di ina or series kno n b i s incipi If a ci is se on a heigh (Akkadian
mma l ina m l

akin).

https://ucris.univie.ac.at/portal/en/projects/bestiarium-mesopotamicum-animal-omens-in-ancientmesopotamia(a49c2223-6082-4c85-9047-ba06d260a608).html
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The Material Culture of Babylonia in the 1st Millenium BCE (MCB)
MCB, based at the Department of Near Eastern Studies of the University of Vienna, proposes to
investigate data from first millennium BC Babylonia with a view towards achieving a comprehensive
understanding of the material culture of the period.
https://ucris.univie.ac.at/portal/de/projects/the-material-culture-of-babylonia-in-the-first-millenniumbc(7ffe583f-e807-4406-8304-4ef87551f955).html
Late Babylonian Priestly Literature: Ideology in Context
The project, based at the Department of Near Eastern Studies of the University of Vienna, is a
contribution to Ancient Mesopotamian literature and intellectual history. It defines a corpus of Late
Babylonian Priestly Literature (LBPL) from the final centuries BCE and contextualizes it vis-à-vis its
socio-economic, political and intellectual background.
https://ucris.univie.ac.at/portal/en/projects/late-babylonian-priestly-literature-ideology-incontext(963e6c38-4529-4e72-b761-952fb84f80e4).html
REPAC

Repetition, Parallelism and Creativity: an Inquiry into the Construction of Meaning

in Ancient Mesopotamian Literature and Erudition
The project is envisaged as a contribution to the intellectual history of Ancient Mesopotamia. Its goal
is to study a key feature of the mentality and world-view of the learned scribes who produced the core
works of Mesopotamian culture. Funded by the European Research Council (ERC) under the
E ropean Union s Hori on 2020 research and innovation programme, the project is based at the
Department of Near Eastern Studies of the University of Vienna.
https://repac.at
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
CAAL
Central Asian Archaeological Landscape is an archaeological project whose focus is the heritage of
Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Xinjiang). Financed by the Arcadia
f nd, CAAL is developping a digital inventory of these sites using the open-access Arches platform . Members are
working on the geography and heritage of this region through remote sensing and archival research to
digitally document archaeological data. More than twenty institutions and seven countries are
collaborating in this project.
https://uclcaal.org/
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MAFAC
La Mission Arch ologiq e Fran aise en Asie Cen rale (MAFAC) me en

re, dans le cadre d n

réseau de coopération internationale, un programme de recherche pluridisciplinaire en Ouzbékistan et
a Tadjikis an s r la Pr his oire e la Pro ohis oire ancienne, la n oli hisa ion e l mergence des
sociétés nomades et sédentaires dans un contexte de «mondialisation» des réseaux de relations (VII e-IIIe
millénaires av. n.è.). Subventionnée par le ministère français des Affaires étrangères et du
Développement international, elle résulte de la fusion en 2015 de deux missions précurseurs (exMAFANAC-Ajakagytma en Ouzbékistan, dir. F. Brunet et ex-MAFAC Sarazm au Tadjikistan, dir. H.-P.
Francfor ), s app an s r ne collabora ion fran aise his oriq e a ec les ins i
l Acad mie des Sciences des de

pa s concern s,

Samarcande (O b kis an) e l Ins i

sa oir l Ins i

ions par enaires de

d arch ologie Ja. G ljamo

d his oire, d arch ologie e d e hnographie A. Donish

Douchanbé (Tadjikistan).
See more here: http://www.arscan.fr/archeologie-asie-centrale/mafac/.
Bala Hisar
A major archaeology and conservation project for the citadel of Bala Hissar Kabul Afghanistan has
been announced in March 2021. Numerous actions including restoration and excavation are planned
between 2021 and 2024. Several institutions will be commissioned by ALIPH (International Alliance
for the Protection of Heritage in Conflict Areas) to carry out operations, including the Aga Khan Trust
for Culture, the Government of Afghanistan, and the DAFA.
More information here: https://www.aliph-foundation.org/en/projects/archaeology-and-conservationof-bala-hissar-citadel-kabul
BuddhistRoad Project
The ERC funded research project BuddhistRoad creates a new framework to enable understanding of
the complexities in the dynamics of cultural encounter and religious transfer in pre-modern Eastern
Central Asia, the vast area extending from the Taklamakan desert to Northeast China. This region was
the crossroads of ancient civilisations. Its uniqueness was determined by complex dynamics of religious
and cultural exchanges gravitating around an ancient communication artery, known as the Silk Road.
Buddhism was one major factor in this exchange; its transfer predetermined the transfer of adjacent
aspects of culture.
More information available here: https://buddhistroad.ceres.rub.de/en/
PalaeoSilkroad Project
In antiquity and the early Middle Ages, a network of trade routes known as the Silk Road connected
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east Asia and the Middle East. The Silk Road was not just an economic link, but also the avenue for
cultural and even genetic exchanges between these regions. Recent genetic discoveries have hinted that
such connections might have begun much earlier, during the Pleistocene. The Pleistocene period is of
fundamental importance for human history. It is then that our ancestors evolved and colonised the
entire Old World, surviving a suite of major extinction events

and they did so against a dramatic

backdrop of ice ages and warmer interglacial phases which substantially altered their habitats.
Conquering the extreme environments of arid central Asia to eventually settle the entire Asian
mainland and beyond is one of the most impressive feats in this story. Unfortunately, there are too few
known Pleistocene archaeological sites in central Asia to allow us to piece together when and how this
happened. PALAEOSILKROAD will resolve this deficit by surveying central Asian mountain foothills
as both corridors for human and animal movements and archives of past climate change. The project
will discover new sites in the Tian Shan, Dzungar, and southern Altai foothills (Kazakhstan) and use
them to examine if and how 1) humans were able to survive in the foothills throughout the last glacial
cycle (ca. 110-11 500 years ago), and 2) periodic advances of mountain glaciers motivated dispersals,
population

segmentation,

and

behavioural

adaptations.

To

address

these

questions,

PALAEOSILKROAD will take an ambitious approach rooted in archaeology and contextualised by
palaeoenvironmental reconstruction. The results of this project will change the way we understand
human dispersals on a global scale and the resilience of early humans in the face of environmental
challenges, providing a major missing link to explain how Homo sapiens became the only surviving
species of our genus.
https://www.palaeosilkroad.eu/about
MAFOUB
Le d par emen des Ar s de l Islam d musée du Louvre, en partenariat avec le Ministère des Affaires
Étrangères e l Ins i

d Arch ologie de Samarkand, a o er en 2009 ne mission arch ologiq e dans

l Oasis de Bo khara. L objec if es d

dier le ph nom ne d occ pa ion h maine de l oasis e de

reconsid rer le ph nom ne rbain e c l rel dans ce e r gion, en le comparan e en l en isagean a
travers du prisme de ses relations avec les villes khorassaniennes et iraniennes. Il s agi

galemen de

procéder à une étude de la culture matérielle et de son évolution.
https://mafoub.com/
BAM
BAM

Bam Archaeological Mission

is an Iranian-French collaborative project that studies the

Prehistory and Protohistory of the Bam-Narmashir region, Kerman Province, southeastern Iran. It is
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supported in Iran by the Research Institute of Cultural Heritage and Tourism, the Iranian Center for
Archaeological Research, and the Kerman Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization,
and in France by the CNRS

UMR 7041 ArScAn

Arch ologie e Sciences de l An iq i

Arch ologie de l Asie cen rale, he Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs, and the Institut Français de
Recherche en Iran in Tehran
https://bamarchaeologicalmission.org/
T.I.G.R.E.
T.I.G.R.E.

Turkestan International Group for Research and Excavation, is responsible for the

excavation of Uch Kulakh, a fortified castle with two living areas connected to it, located in the heart
of the ancient Silk Road, one of the most important Early Medieval settlements of the Oasis of
Bukhara, Uzbekistan. In this territory, still not much know but of great importance, no archaeological
monument of this kind has never been investigated. The excavations of Uch Kulakh began in the 90s
of last century, and was suspended in the 2009 for lack of funds. The mission aims is that to resume
the archaeological excavation suspended in 2009 in an unique place in the world, important for the
study of the history of Central Asia, in order to recover a piece of history that has unique peculiarities.
It is necessary to emphasize the importance that archaeology has, when talking about Central Asia and
in particular about Sogdiana or the Oasis of Bukhara, for the reconstruction of the historical events
just due to the absence of a local historiographical literature, at the least up to the period immediately
before Islam. Thus, archaeology becomes an essential tool, useful to reconstruct the chronological
sequence, owing to the lack of written sources. It must be, then, stressed, with regard to Sogdiana, that
archaeology and history are two closely connected subjects: it is through the discovery of
archaeological remains that is possible to find correspondences in the chronological sequence of events
that have characterized history of mankind.
MAFBI
La Mission Arch ologiq e Fran aise d Bassin de l Ind s (MAFBI) es programme de recherche
pl ridisciplinaire a an po r h me l
l Inde
l

de d pe plemen d Pakis an m ridional e d nord-ouest de

la p riode pro ohis oriq e. Elle a po r objec if d approfondir la q es ion de l mergence, de

ol ion e des in erac ions in er-r gionales de la ci ilisa ion de l Ind s (2500-1900 av. n.è.), premier

grand ph nom ne d rbanisa ion en Asie d s d. Un programme de prospec ion dans la région du
Kirthar, ainsi que des fouilles à Chanhu-daro sont en cours.
https://mafbi.cnrs.fr/.
Bhamala
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A training and capacity building program for students and the field staff of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
(K-P) Directorate of Archaeology and Museums has started at Bhamala in Khanpur. The program will
train budding archaeologists and staff members in latest techniques and methods of excavation.
The Bhamala Stupa, also known as Bhamala Buddhist Complex, is a national heritage site near Haripur.
The ruins of Bhamala Stupa date back to 4CE and are situated near Khanpur Dam. It is a cross-shaped
stupa, resembling an Aztec pyramid. The four-month-long program in which more than 50 staff
members, mostly archaeologists, conservators, draftsmen, conservation assistants, photographers and
students of archaeology from various educational institutions will participate. If you are interested in
discussing an idea for a proposal, or to explore what ideas they may have please contact.
https://www.kparchaeology.com/front_cms/general/index/33.
Khumzargar
Archaeology Institute of Afghanistan is carrying out Khumzargar site in the Kapisa Province. Recently,
archaeologist has revealed the evidence of an impressive lion pedestal in stone, dating back to the 2nd3rd century AD.
More details and picture here: https://www.facebook.com/1406365879408159/posts/archaeologistsdiscoverd-cybele-amdist-lion-and-evidence-of-an-altar-and-palace-/2620624841315584/
The Sacred Landscape of the Saryarka Region (Kazakhstan): Genesis, Typology and Semantic
This historical and archaeological research project dedicated to the study of the Sacred Geography of
Saryarka, the main region of central Kazakhstan comprising the area of the new capital Astana, is
conducted in close collaboration with the Astana Institute of Archaeolog

K.A. Akishe

(direc or

Maral K. Khabdulina) and with technical and logistical assistance from the Astana National Eurasian
Uni ersi

L.N. G mile . I has been f nded for hree ears (2018

2020) by the Kazakhstan Ministry

of Education and Scientific Research. The project aims to study the evolution of human settlement in
the Saryarka region, from the Neolithic period and the Bronze Age until the 19 thcentury

when the

Saryarka region was annexed to the Russian Empire, later becoming an integral part of the Soviet
Union. Particular attention is given to the Iron Age (1stmillennium BC), when Saka nomad communities
began to exploit the grassy pastures along the RiverIshim, and to the final centuries of the first
millennium AD, when Islam firs spread o he area. The projec s main p rpose is o anal se ho o er
the centuries the mobile communities of prehistoric and medieval animal herdersand breeders have
changed the steppe landscape of central Kazakhstan by building towns, villages, cemeteries and
sanctuaries, roads and fortresses, mosques and minarets. The exploitation of natural resources and the
social and cultural interactions between different Eurasian societies are also fields investigated by the
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project.
MAIP The ACT project: archaeology and social mobilization
Italian archaeological activities in Swat (Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province) began in 1955, when Giuseppe
Tucci, a famous Tibetologist and Orientalist, visited the region for the first time. Thus, began work that
was to continue uninterruptedly for 60 years, with the Italian archaeological mission of IsMEO, the
institute chaired by Tucci (later IsIAO, now ISMEO), taking a leading role in the archaeology of the
Indo-Pakistani subcontinent. After a necessary pause
was established in Swat, MAIP suspended fieldwork

between 2007 and 2010, when a Taliban emirate
work resumed in 2011 thanks to the Italy-

Pakis an debt-swap program (PIDSA) f nding of a join I alian-Pakis ani projec called Archaeolog ,
Community, Tourism

Field School (ACT), headed b he mission. The projec is c rren l in i s final

phase. The o al I alian f nding has so far amo n ed o abo

2.4 million, mos l

sed for ci il

construction and the employment/training of local personnel (over 300 workers/trainees), largely
people who were displaced internally during military operations in 2009 (2 million refugees from Swat).
The personnel were employed and trained in eight excavation and conservation sites (Udegram mosque,
urban site in Barikot, sacred Buddhist areas of Saidu Sharif I, Amluk-dara and Gumbat, Jahanabad
rock sculpture, Udegram and Gogdara 4 proto-historic graveyards) for over 1000 workdays, as well as
training activities related to tourism.
https://www.ismeo.eu/portfolio_page/italian-archaeological-mission-to-pakistan-maip/.
Denmark
Centre for the Study of Early Agricultural Societies
The Centre for the Study of Early Agricultural Societies at the University of Copenhagen was
inaugurated in 2015 with the aim to examine the emergence of food producing economies in the east,
southern and southwest Asia, sub-Saharan Africa and Mesoamerica from an interdisciplinary and
comparative perspective. The Centre houses the Shubayqa Archaeological Project (Harra region of
northern Jordan), the Shkarat Msaied Neolithic Project (southern Jordan), and the Tracking Cultural
and Environmental Change: TCEC (joint Iranian-Danish research project between Razi University
Kermanshah and University of Copenhagen on the transition from hunting and gathering to
agriculture in the central Zagros).
https://cseas.ku.dk
Hidden Treasures: The Cuneiform Collection of the Danish National Museum
The project Hidden Treasures is a collaboration between the Department of Cross-Cultural and
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Regional Studies at the University of Copenhagen and the Danish National Museum. Hidden Treasures
will analyse, publish, and digitize the collection of cuneiform tablets at the Danish National Museum in
order to make the collection available to a wider audience of specialists and non-specialists alike.
https://ccrs.ku.dk/research/ancientcultures/hidden-treasures/
Ritual Landscapes of Murayghat
The Ritual Landscapes of Murayghat is an archaeological project under the auspice of University of
Copenhagen specializing in the research of rituals and how the practice of rituals may impact and
shape a landscape through the built environment. The project examines the site of Murayghat in the
Madaba region of Jordan.
https://dolmenmurayghat.tors.ku.dk
India
Rakhigarhi project. This project is funded by Department of Science and Technology (DST),
Government of India and Prof. Vasant Shinde, Former Vice-Chancellor of Deccan College
PGRI is the Director of this project. This project aimed to understand the Harappan
Civilization through the scientific and technological viewpoint. This project has also studied the
excavated artifacts from this site by Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute
(Deemed University), Pune. Recent study on Ancient DNA of Harappans were done under this
project.
Mapping Kapadvanj Glass: The Last Surviving Traditional Tank Furnace in India. This project
has been carried by Dr. Alok Kumar Kanungo of Indian Institute of Technology (IIT),
Gandhinagar from year 2021 to 2023. This project is funded by Corning Museum of Glass
Rakow Grant and International Commission on Glass CTC Project Fund, and National Science
Foundation. This project aimed to understand the technology of ancient glass making in India
through the Ethnoarchaeological approach.
Dholavira worked bone assemblage: a study of its typology, technology, experimental
reproduction and digitization. This project has been carried out by Dr. Sharada C.V. of Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT), Gandhinagar from year 2021 to 2023. This project on Harappan
Zooarchaeology is funded by The Indian Council of Historical Research.
The Mapping Archaeological Heritage in South Asia (MAHSAAA). This is an international
project carried out by the Department of Archaeology, Cambridge University. In India this
project is being conducted jointly by Cambridge University and Kerala University. This project
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aimed to identify the archaeological sites by using the Historical maps, Traditional old
topographical maps, Passive Remote Sensing and GIS technology.

Iraq
Project of the International Alliance for the Protection of Heritage in Conflict Areas (ALIPH).
Rehabilitation of the Mosul Museum in collaboration with the Louvre Museum, the Smithsonian
Institution, the World Monument fund and the SBAH. The Mosul Museum had a uniquely important
collection, documenting the multicultural and multi-religious history of the city and its region, from
prehistoric times to the Assyrian and later periods. In 2015, Daech violently damaged the collection and
the building in an attack.
In 2018, in cooperation with the National Board of Antiquities and Heritage of Iraq (SBAH) and the
Mosul Museum, ALIPH, the Louvre Museum and the Smithsonian Institution launched a project to
rehabilitate the museum and reopening it as soon as possible. In the first phase (2018-2019), the
partners carried out an assessment of the building and the collection and implemented immediate
stabilisation measures. These included removing explosive devices from the roof, reinforcing the
collapsing floors and securing the building. The collection objects and their fragments were sorted,
cleaned, documented and stored.
In 2020, despite the pandemic, the conservation of damaged objects progressed. The Louvre has
prepared a distance learning course for museum staff on conservation techniques. In 2021, the
founding organisations have initiated a partnership with the World Monuments Fund to rehabilitate the
museum building.
New Museum in Basra
The British Institute for the Study of Iraq (BISI) and the Friends of Basrah Museum (FOBM) have
announced that they are to merge. This follows the successful culmination of a decade-long project,
championed by FOBM, to open a new museum in Basra to celebrate and conserve the heritage of
southern Iraq. Under the terms of the merger, overall management of activities previously undertaken
b FOBM

ill ransfer o BISI,

hich

ill also ass me responsibili

for FOBM s remaining f nds.

BISI will form a new sub-commi ee o b ild on FOBM s achie emen s o da e and hich ill s ppor
the staff of the museum, offer assistance and advice and act as ambassadors for the museum outside
Iraq. FOBM Chairman Dr John Curtis and Trustee Sir Terence Clark are respectively President and
Patron of BISI already and FOBM Trustees Hugo Clarke and Clare Bebbington will ser ve on the new
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sub-committee, along with BISI Council members, including BISI Vice Chair, Joan Porter MacIver.
The ne

m se m in Basrah is an e raordinar achie emen and es imon

o he leadership and

endorsement of the Iraqi State Board of Antiquities and Heritage, the energy and expertise of the
Museum team in Basra and the dedication and determination of the Trustees and project leaders of the
Friends of Basrah M se m, said BISI Chair of Co ncil Dr Pa l Collins. We belie e his merger is he
best wa of ens ring con in ing s ppor for

ha is ni ersall ackno ledged as a flagship projec .

FOBM Chairman Dr John C r is sa s: I is idel recognised ha o ha e crea ed a ne m se m of
international quality in Iraq in the ten tumultuous years since 2010 has been a remarkable achievement.
We re er pro d of

ha Friends of Basrah M se m has accomplished and i is he righ ime o

merge with an organisation which shares our objectives and commitment to protecting the heritage of
Iraq. The Epic S or of a New Museum for Basra: Humanity Always Wins.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofKPfm7Cp8k.
Growing up, living and working in Iraq
The British Institute for the Study of Iraq is interested in collecting your reminiscences and stories
about growing up, living or working in Iraq in the period up to 1990. We welcome contributions,
including photographs and other images, from members of the Iraqi diaspora, archaeologists,
diplomats and anyone else who lived and worked in Iraq.
There is no word-limit, however, we suggest up to 5,000 words for each of the three sections below.
Please number your images and include a list of explanatory captions.
Con rib ions ill be edi ed sing he Ins i

e s s andard g ideline for p blica ions. An edi ed highligh

of the contribution will be published on the BISI website alongside the full text in downloadable PDF
form. A copy will be shared with the contributor for final approval prior to publication.
Contributions should be sent to: bisi@britac.ac.uk.
Topics we are interested in including:
1. Growing up in Iraq. For example:
What were your family home and neighbourhood like?
What were your favourite toys and games?
How did you and your family work and play together

family businesses and jobs, housekeeping,

bringing up children, celebrations, parties, days out, holidays, religious services and festivals?
What were your favourite/least favourite things to eat?
What do you remember about your school and college days?
2. Living in Iraq. For example:
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What was your experience of living in Iraq, including expatriate life

visas, company housing,

shopping, eating and drinking, social life, travel and transport?
What can you tell us about traditional Iraqi life, especially outside Baghdad

cuisine, traditional dress,

suqs, crafts and trades, music and dance, towns, villages and landscapes, farming?
Were you and your family interested in heritage

did you visit museums, historic buildings, sites and

monuments, excavations? Listen to folk stories? Collect old objects?
Do you want to share a story about love and marriage?
3. Working in Iraq. For example:
What are your memories of your first job in Iraq?
Did you work on one or more large engineering projects, or for the British Council or British Embassy
What were the highs and lows?
Did you work on or visit a British School of Archaeology in Iraq excavation or survey

what do you

remember about the work, living conditions, social life, weekend trips?
Did you stay in the British School in Baghdad

what was daily life like?

Did you undertake research in the Iraq Museum? What were you working on? Do you remember
museum staff?
United Kingdom
Lagash Archaeological Project (LAP)
A new archaeological project at the ancient city of Lagash in south Iraq (modern Tell al-Hiba) began in
March-April of 2019. LAP is a collaboration between the University of Cambridge, University of
Pennsylvania (USA) and Iraq State Board of Antiquities and Heritage.
During the 3rd millennium BC Early Dynastic Period, cities of several hundred hectares dominated the
settlement pattern of southern Mesopotamia (south Iraq). LAP explores the growth and resilience of
these early cities, particularly their potential diversity in demography and economy. We also aim to
reconstruct the urban landscape, especially any neighbourhood variations in density and clustering of
economic activities, particularly those relegated to the urban edge zones. The project is grounded in
multi-scalar archaeological research at Tell al-Hiba, involving remote sensing (drone photography and
magnetic gradiometry), survey, excavation, and scientific analyses of material culture and organic data.
We also have an ambitious program of environmental research that particularly addresses the resources
in the nearby marshes and the channel of the Tigris River.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/lagash-archaeological-project-lap.
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The Shanidar Cave Project
Following an invitation to Professor Graeme Barker from the Kurdistan Regional Government of Iraq,
the Shanidar Cave Project was established as a collaboration between the University of Cambridge and
the Kurdistan Directorate of Antiquities. The excavations since 2015 have focused on the eastern edge
of Solecki s 14 m-deep trench, where most of the Neanderthal remains were discovered. The project,
originated in various sub-units, study new evidence on the Shanidar Neanderthals.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/shanidar-cave-project.
Anthropogenic Wetlands and the Long Transition to Agriculture in the Levant (Anthropogenic
Wetlands)
The project will develop an innovative new model to examine the pivotal role of anthropogenic
wetlands in the long transition to agriculture in the Levant. Remarkably, while this transition has been
explored in some detail, we still do not have a good grasp on the long-term developments and causes
of the origins of agriculture, mainly due to a lack of direct botanical evidence. Employing a novel
interdisciplinary suite of microbotanical and geoarchaeological approaches to investigate an unmatched
range of archaeological and paleoenvironmental contexts, Anthropogenic Wetlands will build an
outstanding regional synthesis to explore how human-environment interactions shaped this critical
transition.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/anthropogenic-wetlands-and-longtransition-agriculture-levant.
Buckbee Project

Crops, Pollinators and People

Crops, Pollina ors and People (nicknamed 'B ckbee') is a m l idisciplinar projec f nded b

he

Leverhulme Trust, investigating the interrelations between crop plants, insect pollinators, and human
management in prehistory. It studies the expansion and evolution of buckwheat across Eurasia in
relation to honeybee populations and their management. The Buckbee project is based at the
Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge, in collaboration with the School of Chemistry,
University of Bristol.
The study system, buckwheat and honeybees, is being analysed by an interdisciplinary approach using
archaeobotany, pollen science, ecological modelling, genomics, archaeology and geochemistry. The
project aims to infer the past distributions and population size trends of buckwheat and honeybees,
relate these to climate, and research human management of honeybees, in China and western Eurasia.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/buckbee-project.
Increasingly Anthropogenic Landscapes and the Evolution of Plant-Food Production (HE-
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Interactions)
The aim of H-E Interactions is to investigate how increasingly anthropogenic wetland landscapes, and
the reliable resources within those environments, influenced the evolution of plant-food production
and the origins of agriculture through the Final Pleistocene and into the Early Holocene (ca. 23-8 ka cal.
BP). This project will consider how earlier human-environment interactions shaped this key transition
by integrating the latest theoretical Human Niche Construction (HNC) perspectives with the tool-kit of
environmental archaeology to investigate five well-excavated wetland oriented archaeological sites in the
Southern Levant. H-E Interactions, will employ an interdisciplinary, effective combination of
microbotanical approaches, (phytolith, starch and microcharcoal analyses) and geoarchaeology, in
particular, micromorphology, to investigate the on- and off-site contexts, of a temporally broad
(diachronic) set of sites, to provide long-term, direct evidence of ancient plant-use. To achieve this,
training in geoarchaeology techniques and GIS and multivariate statistical skills will facilitate the
production, management and interpretation of the large environmental dataset generated by this
project. In addition to providing much needed direct evidence of plant-use and environment from a
critical H-E threshold, H-E Interactions is the first study in the region to directly examine how HNC
practices impacted the origins of agriculture. To date, the origins of agriculture has been largely
understood as a consequence of human reactions to environmental p sh and p ll fac ors. H-E
In erac ions presen s an al erna i e approach and akes he perspec i e ha increased se of lo ranked reso rces migh reflec delibera e h man modifica ion, managemen and/or food processing
innovation, increasing the rela i e ab ndance and ease of acq isi ion of lo -ranked reso rces,
res l ing in he

p ard mobili

of ha reso rce. Accordingl , h man niche cons r c ion (HNC)

provides a promising new way to consider changing plant resource selection in the Levant, and
importantly, the wider cultural and environmental implications, which may have impacted the rise of
increasingly sedentary lifestyles and the origins of agriculture.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/increasingly-anthropogeniclandscapes-and-evolution-plant-food.
Memories for Life Project
In early Near Eastern cities, people sought to establish a presence before gods, believed to reside in
their temples, to ensure divine favour. The combined strengths of material objects and inscriptions lent
permanence to the symbolic act of gift-giving, establishing lasting ties between humans and the divine.
In Oc ober 2017, he Memories for Life projec

as ini ia ed a he Uni ersi

of Cambridge, led b

Dr Christina Tsouparopoulou, in collaboration with PI Dr Jakob Andersson of Uppsala University, to
study these objects as a cohesive corpus. Found in temples and other contexts, such commemorative
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objects embody a series of choices such as material, object shape, language and content that convey
information about the social identities of the person who commissioned it.
Memories for Life seeks o rea commemora i e objec s holis icall , anal sing ma erial and inscrip ion
together in the study of the commemoration of the individual from the Early Dynastic period through
the first millennium BCE. This study is the first of its kind to encompass the material width and
temporal depth of three millennia of ancient Near Eastern inscribed objects with a particular focus on
objects commissioned by private individuals.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/memories-life-project.
Minoan gold: an archaeome all rgical anal sis of Cre e s place in he east Mediterranean world
Minoan culture is often defined by its strong links with other eastern Mediterranean cultures, which
engaged materials, ideas and people. This project aims to gain a better understanding of the
relationship of Crete with the world outside the island through the lens of a key body of materials:
goldwork.
This project aims to develop a non-invasive analytical programme focused on gold items in
collaboration with the Herakleion and Hagios Nikolaos Museum and the Sissi Archaeological Project in
order to investigate the following issues:
- Chemical composition of gold items in Cretan archaeological contexts.
- Technical analysis of manufacturing traits in the form of toolmarks and evidence of finishing
techniques, and assessment of use trough signs of wear and/or repair.
- Characterisation of geographical and chronological patterns within the island, identifying changes in
the composition and physical characteristics of the items through time and space, which may be
informative of changes in trade networks, knowledge transmission and cultural contacts.
- Comparison of the analytical results with the growing body of analytical information on gold and
goldwork from the northern Aegean, east Mediterranean and Egypt, in order to better contextualise
Cretan gold metallurgy in the wider picture.
- Integration of the analytical results with recently published technological analyses, as well with the
contextual information available, helping to create a more holistic perspective of goldwork and its role
in Minoan culture.
- Assessment of the current conservation state of the items and possible correlations with composition
or other parameters, which may aid future conservation management plans.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/minoan-gold-archaeometallurgicalanalysis-cretes-place-east.
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PLOMAT Plotting the material flows of commonplace Late Bronze Age Seals in Western
Eurasia
The aim of PLOMAT, an innovative project on commonplace cylinder seals of Late Bronze Age
Western Eurasia, is to offer new perspectives on the study of non-élite populations and the small-scale
networks that operated at a time of art internationalization in the ancient world. PLOMAT will map
the flows of materials and ideas in the Late Bronze Age by studying cylinder seals, which were an
important and widely used class of object. Combining Digital Humanities and scientific material
analysis with innovative archaeological and art historical theories, it studies for the first time the
prod c ion and cons mp ion of commonplace c linder seals in mid-second millennium BCE, which
spread over a wide area from the Eastern Mediterranean to Central Western Asia. Seemingly produced
en-masse on lo -cos ma erials, hese ar efac s represen an ideal s bjec for s d ing he flo

of

ideas across large areas in the ancient world. By developing and implementing novel computational
methods and material analysis, and engaging with a bottom-up social archaeological approach,
PLOMAT will chart movements of people and ideas throughout East and West, provide for the first
time a clear large volume of material analysis characterization, explore the appropriation and/or
rejection of Mesopotamian material and visual culture and unveil elements of non-élite history of the
region and its peoples.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/plomat-plotting-material-flowscommonplace-late-bronze-age-seals.
SCATTER: The Scaling Territories Project
SCATTER investigates the multivocal notion of territory in Protohistory through the study of
settlement patterns in ecological settings. Specifically, SCATTER focus on the Central Anatolian region
during the Middle and Late Bronze Age, i.e. the second millennium B.C. The goal is to acquire better
understanding of changes in landscape uses within a growing centralised state's power. To achieve this,
SCATTER employs a range of state-of-the-art spatial analysis methodologies while reflecting on the
influence of mapping on the perception of the ancient state as an idealised continuous territorial entity.
The multidisciplinary research results will contribute significantly to the definition and perception of
territories in Protohistory while interrogating the modern idealised vision of territory. SCATTER will
embed archaeological data into wider discourses on change and resilience in landscapes.
https://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/current-projects/scatter-scaling-territories-project
Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (CDLI)
The Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (CDLI) represents the efforts of an international group of
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Assyriologists, museum curators and historians of science to make available through the internet the
form and content of cuneiform inscriptions dating from the beginning of writing, ca. 3350 BC, until
the end of the pre-Christian era. CDLI is joint project of the University of California, Los Angeles, the
University of Oxford, and the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin.
https://cdli.ucla.edu/?q=about
Endangered Archaeology in the Middle East and North Africa: EAMENA
Supported by the Arcadia Fund and the Cultural Protection Fund and based at the Universities of
Oxford, Leicester, and Durham, EAMENA was established in January 2015 to respond to the
increasing threats to archaeological sites in the Middle East and North Africa. This project uses satellite
imagery to rapidly record and make available information about archaeological sites and landscapes
which are under threat.
https://eamena.org
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RESEARCH WORKSHOP
Central Asia (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan)
Terri ories, High a s and Crossroads in Cen ral E rasia. Ad ances in Concep s, Archaeolog ,
and Re rn from Palaeoli hic o An iq i .
(15-17 March 2022) Nanterre

Co-organi ed b CNRS Research Team Archaeolog of Cen ral Asia ,

UMR 7041 ArScAn (Olivier Bordeaux, Frédérique Brunet, and Aurore Didier) and Roma Tre
University, Department of Humanities (Enrico Ascalone).
This International Research Workshop ARWA proposes, through recent archaeological research and
new methodological insights, a critical and comprehensive exploration of the concepts of territories
and crossroads, from Prehistory to Antiquity in Central Asia and neighbouring regions (Siberia,
Xinjiang, Indus, Baluchistan, and Khorasan). Central Eurasia has lately attracted much attention in
connection with recent scholarship, and new approaches, demonstrating the existence since the earliest
times of very long-distance relationships and exchanges, of various cultural interactions, including
migra ions or in asions, long before he Silk Roads concep appeared.
More information here: https://arwa-international.org/events-m/arwa-research-workshops/.
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ARTICLES
Protecting Liminal Space: On the Visibility of Amulets in Ancient Mesopotamia
Cloe Curcio, University of Tor Vergata
In the Mesopotamian culture passageways and gates are perceived as ambiguous and therefore
potentially dangerous spaces, thus making it necessary to visualize the border they represent (both on a
physical and symbolical level) in order to exorcise its ambivalence by marking clearly what is on the
inside and what on the outside. The will to protec his liminal space1 is further emphasized in ritual
practice and made explicit by placing intermediate guardians and keepers on a double visibility range:
hidden under the floor level or displayed in plain sight. Those protectors mostly belong to the so-called
class of demons , in ended as daimons in the Platonic sense, i.e. supernatural and intermediate beings
that stand in-between the human and godly sphere (as in Green 1995), and come in all shapes and
sizes2.The Mesopotamian cultures have known the use of amulets3 from Prehistoric times onwards as
means to protect individuals, communities, and spaces (Van Buren 1945; Goff 1956). This article will
focus strictly on the latter category and only as far as the matter of size and visibility is concerned.
Indeed, amulets can be buried or displayed, and their size can vary significantly according to the
context. The gap in terms of availability of resources and manpower can partially justify the
construction of colossal protectors in public and institutional spaces, such as those guarding the gates
of temples, palaces, and city-walls. Examples can be found e.g. in the black basalt statues of lions and
bulls protecting the entrance of the Tell Halaf temple (Fig. 1), in the lions set in front of the temple of
Haia in Tell Harmal (Donceel-Voûte 2018: 17-19), in the plaque with the grinning face of Ḫumbaba
1

2

3

The erm liminal is deri ed from c l ral an hropolog (i.e. Van Gennep, A. 1909, Les Rites de Passage) and was originally used to
refer to the second phase of a rite of passage, when the subject has left behind its previous identity but needs yet to acquire a new
one. I chose to apply this adjective to space as far as bordering areas are concerned: I thereby refer to places of contact between
different if not opposite ontological, physical, and social realities (i.e. sacred spaces allowing contact between humans and gods;
funerary areas enabling contact between the living and the dead; doorways, passageways and gates, defining an ordered inside in
opposition to a chaotic outside). Those spaces are conceptually ambiguous and constitute permeable borders, therefore they need to
be made visible and protected. For a similar concept of liminal space see Foucauldian heterotopies (Foucault 2004). For a definition
of border shared by the current writer see Lotman 2005.
The recurring practice to set hybrid guardians at doorways and gates can be traced back to their composite nature (half human, half
animal or mixing different animal species) highlighting their belonging to the liminal sphere, which in turn allows them to act
appropriately against supernatural threats. Their presence visualizes and materializes the demonic forces they are meant to fight,
implicitly denouncing their existence and contemporaneously reassuring inhabitants and/or passersby of their enforced security. As P.
Donceel-Voûte (2018: 21) previously stated, those guardians protect the building or structure they are physically tied to but also the
surrounding space.
All artifacts or natural elements which are perceived as protective and/or apotropaic tools can be considered amulets (as defined in
Black, Green 1992: 30). I therefore propose to use this term referring both to small objects that can be worn or carried around by the
individual, extending their influence on the carrier only, and to artifacts of bigger size that are placed in the space they are supposed
to act upon, thus extending their influence on said space and the community members frequenting it.
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from the Tell Al-Rimah temple (Fig. 2; Barrelet 1968: 209), but also in the massive human-headed
winged bulls of the Neoassyrian urban gates of Dur Sharrukin (Fig. 3), measuring up to 4-5 meters in
height and weighing about 50 tons (McMahon 2013: 165).
This kind of colossal amulet can be considered among hose s r c res e ceeding in si e and q ali
of cons r c ion ha heir prac ical f nc ion req ired (Trigger 1990: 122). They are commissioned by
élites who have enough means and authority to divert resources towards the construction of these
monuments. The monumentality of the portrayed prophylactic entities is plausibly connected both to
the wish to evoke and propitiate the positive action of the represented creatures, and to the display of
power from the human authorities, conceptualized as emissaries of the gods. Therefore, monumental
architecture makes power (human, demonic, and divine), visible, and tangible, endowing it with a
physical dimension (Trigger 1990: 122-125).
Another highly visible class of amulets can be identified in the liminal entities decorating the inner walls
of temples, such as those in the Ekur temple in Nippur, ever since the Akkadian time (thoroughly
described in Biga, Capomacchia 2008: 156), and those sculpted on the wall-reliefs of Neoassyrian
palaces (see Albenda 1996; Ornan 2004). Those guardians are strategically situated in liminal spaces,
especially passageways and crossings, and emphasize their conception as bordering, potentially
vulnerable spots.
Statuettes and plaquettes made to be hung or displayed at home, like e.g. the Haussegen (Reiner 1960),
the amulets made to fend-off he Lama

demon (Fig. 4), and he Pa

statuettes (Fig. 5; Pettinato

2001), are among the still visible yet considerably smaller amulets.
All the above-mentioned types of amulets can in my opinion be traced back to the principle of the
warding eyes proposed b P. Donceel-Voûte (2018: 30), i.e. through their materialization in amuletic
form, they observe what happens in the space they dominate and protect, like ante litteram surveillance
cameras. Thus, through their display, they contribute to the perception of a safe space.
Liminal and vulnerable spaces are also protected by another class of amulets. They are buried under the
floor in specific brick, stone or even pottery (from Assur; Green 1983) deposits, thus willingly made
invisible to the human eye (Fig. 6). This practice was thoroughly described by F.A.M. Wiggermann
(1992) and is clearly documented e.g. in the House of the Exorcist in Assur (Nakamura 2004), in the
Burnt Palace, the Acropolis Palace (AB) and Fort Shalmaneser from Nimrud (Fig. 7; Green 1983), but
also in other cities like Nineveh, Kish, Ur and Babylon (Nakamura 2004: 14). A suggestive explanation
for the practice of burying this kind of amulets was proposed by C. Nakamura (2004). According to
her, since most entities and gods portrayed on the apotropaic statuettes is thought to live in the Apsu,
b posi ioning heir copies
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making them stronger. However, the entities who do present a clear-cut connection to Apsu are not
many enough to unambiguously justify the b rial of he hole class of in isible am le s his a .
An

a s I agree

i h Nakam ra s obser a ion ha he gro nd le el can be percei ed a permeable

border between the underworld and the world of the living (Nakamura 2004: 18), which can be crossed
by liminal entities (such as ghosts, demons, and gods) of their own free will or whenever summoned.
This permeability attests to a continuity between spaces that implies the need to protect the border, i.e.
the liminal space, through the burial of protective statuettes.
I would however like to argue that the positioning of amulets is mainly relevant as far as their
topographical setting is concerned (e.g. under or over or beside a doorway), since the correct placing of
a liminal entity is necessary to its prefigured function. A. Green has already highlighted the recurrence
of

he apparen iden ical, or a leas

er close, reper ories of apo ropaic fig res as fo nda ion

fig rines and in mon men al sc lp re (Green 1986: 25). On his basis i can be no ed hat since the
liminal entities are the same, so is their function, regardless of their visibility quotient. Hidden amulets
imply that a border is recognized and ritually protected but not monumentalized. The positioning of
amulets in codified sequences and spaces, their defensive or apotropaic connotation, which can be
attributed verbally and/or ichnographically, and the specificity of the manufacturing processes (e.g. in
Wiggermann 1992) all point to a precise symbolic and ideologic background.
In my opinion the choice to make amulets visible or invisible can be traced back to the ontological
nature of the evoked or exorcised entities. These are invisible supernatural beings that human beings
can only perceive indirectly, through an inductive process that traces real effects (illness, misfortune or,
on he o her hand, good heal h and l ck) back o imma erial ca ses (anger or sa isfac ion of one s
personal deities, the benevolent or malevolent action of demons or ghosts). I believe the materialization
of tutelary entities as amulets to be necessary for apotropaic and protective ends, but their visibility to
the human eye to be accessory.
Colossi, plaq es, pendan s, s a es,

all reliefs and dra ings ans er o a hori on al cri eri m of

display oriented towards other humans: they impress citizens and mark the adhesion to a shared
cultural system. Sometimes they may even signal a personal condition, e.g. a woman makes her
pregnanc kno n b hanging p a plaq e o e orcise he demon Lama

aimed a

arding off he risk

of abortion.
Hidden amulets are set outside this network of intra-h mans rela ions and opera e on an e cl si el
er ical cri eri m of conflic /enco n er

i h liminal hrea s, ha can ob io sl also be recogni ed

for visible amulets. Since the invisibility to the human eye of demons, ghosts, and even gods is not
reason enough to doubt their existence, the same invisibility of the benevolent liminal protectors can
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be considered to be culturally coherent.
Mesopotamian theology does not question the ability of divinities, ghosts, and demons to see each
other and interact, even though human beings can only experience them through symbols, perceiving
their presence but being unable to see them. We can therefore suppose that liminal wrongdoers and
intruders are believed to be able to see the benevolent guardians of people and spaces, whether they are
ma eriali ed as 5 me ers all colossi or is ali ed as fe cen ime ers heigh s a e es hidden in b ried
foundation deposits. I would therefore like to suggest that size and visibility of amulets mainly relate to
very much human needs of ostentation, reassurance, and relation.
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Fig. 1. Black basalt statues of lions and bulls protecting the entrance of the Tell Halaf temple, currently
exhibited in front of the Aleppo Museum (Donceel-Vo

te 2018: 18, fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Broken plaque portraying the grinning face of Ḫumbaba from the Tell Al-Rimah Temple, Level
II, probabl

o be ascribed o am i-Adad I s kingdom (abo

1813-1781 BCE) (Barrelet 1968: plate

LXXV a).
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Fig. 3. Human-headed winged bulls of the Neoassyrian urban Gate K of Dur Sharrukin, now exhibited
in he Lo re M se m (Paris), Neoass rian, Sargon II s kingdom (721-705 BCE) (from the Musée du
Louvre website).

Fig. 4. Obsidian plaq e

sed as an am le

o repel he Lama

demon, here por ra ed in i s

characteristic iconographic association with a dog and a piglet, beginning of the 1 st millennium BCE
(Harper 1984

1985).
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Fig. 5. Bronze statuette portraying the Pazuzu demon with amuletic and apotropaic purposes, 1 st
millennium BCE (from the Musée du Louvre website).

Fig. 6. Brick apotropaic deposits from the House of the Exorcist, Room 3, Assur, Neoassyrian
(Nakamura 2004: 14, plate 1).
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Fig. 7. Statuette portraying an ugallu demon, part of an apotropaic deposit from Fort Shalmaneser,
Corridor E, Nimrud, Neoassyrian (Green 1983: plate XIa).
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New Discoveries of the Early Bronze Age Settlements in the Centre of the Iranian Plateau
Mina Dabbagh, Archéorient, University of Lyon, Babak Rafiˊi-Alavi, Art University of Isfahan
Archaeological projects during the last three years have revealed evidence of human settlements in the
eas ern par of he Z andehr d ri er basin from he beginning of he 3 rd millennium BCE onwards. It
seems that most of the settlements were established on this alluvial plain in the centre of the Iranian
plateau after 2800 BCE. The material culture indicates a relation between the region and Central Zagros,
Khuzestan Plain, Fars in the Darab region, and Halil Rud River Basin. Babak Rafiˊi-Alavi and Ali
Shojaei-Esfahani from Department of Archaeology in the Art University of Esfahan carried out two
seasons of excavations and one intensive archaeological survey in the area in 2018, 2019 and 2020
(Shojaei-Esfahani - Rafiˊi-Alavi 2020; Rafiˊi-Alavi - Shojaei-Esfahani 2020; Jebreilil et al. in press).
The archaeological survey in the eastern part of the basin (ca. 100 km east of modern-day Isfahan, near
Varzaneh) led to the discovery of ca. 200 sites belonging to different periods: from Early Bronze Age
to the Partho-Sassanid and Islamic periods (Fig. 1). Most of the sites are either flat or low-mound and
cover an area about half to five hectares. The density and distributional settlement pattern of the sites
in the plain testify the existence of an intensive phase of occupation in the Early Bronze Age II from
ca. 2800 to 2200 BCE. During the survey, several groups of artifacts including pottery, stone tools,
human and animal bones, cylinder seals, jewellery, beads, metal slags and other objects made of metal
were discovered (Shojaei-Esfahani - Rafiˊi-Alavi 2020).
Following the archaeological project in this region, two sites located on the plain of Kafarved-Varzaneh,
one to the south-east and another to the north-west, were excavated. (Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2020). One of
them, called Âghol-h j-m r

b

he locals, is si e No. ZR.MS.006. This is he highes archaeological

mound on the plain and 70 percent of its upper part was removed by backhoe loaders. At this site,
three trenches were excavated around a mud-brick terrace, previously identified during the prospection
(Fig. 2). The terrace with probably a number of rooms intentionally filled with mud-brick on its top
could be dated to the first half of the first millennium BCE. The second site ZR.MS.013, with an area
of ca. 2 ha, is kno n as Tappeh Gabr b

he locals. Thro gh he e ca a ion, m d-brick walls, intact

vessels painted with wavy lines, a clay wheel of wagon model (similar to Elami e e ample from F rs
and Kh

s n regions), e idence of me all rgical ac i i ies and ario s s one ools ere disco ered (Fig.

3). Due to the discovery of numerous human bones on the surface during the prospection, it is
assumed that a cemetery also existed at this site. Part of the pottery found possessed local
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characteristics. However, the typology of the pottery is more similar to the material culture of BaneshKaf ari ransi ional phase in F rs and Godin III/6-5 in Central Zagros (Fig. 4) (Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2020).
Throughout the last season of field study, another site, No.ZR.MS.051, which had been identified
earlier by prospection, was excavated (Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2021a). The site has a surface of about 1.5 ha
with 2-metre elevation from the plain level. The excavation was performed via five trenches. In one
trench, the evidence of an architectural structure containing materials of current life as well as sealimpressions and animal figurines were found that could be dated back to the mid-3rd millennium BCE
(Fig. 5). Also, the excavation led to a discovery of two human burials 30-40 cm below to the surface
level (Fig. n° 6) (Ilkhan et al. 2019; Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2021a). The burial goods that accompanied the
individual inhumations included an axe (similar to examples from Susa and the Ur city), stone vessel, 14
beads, potteries and metal objects (Figs. 7-8) (Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2021b). Based on the radiocarbon dating,
the date of burial remains can be estimated to the mid-third millennium BCE (Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2021a).
The pottery assemblage is the most important artefacts discovered in this season of excavation. Among
them, two large jars are decorated with human and animal images that can be classified under the socalled scarlet ware genre and could be dated to the mid-third millennium BCE (Fig. 9). The frame and
the composition of the image of an eagle depicted on one vessel is comparable with the similar images
from other sites of Iran

I.e. Godin III/6, III/5 of Posht- -k h and P sh-k h, Susa IV, the cemetery

of J li n in Fas and also he images of an eagle on he chlori e essels from he so h-east of Iran.
The iconographic images on some of the Early Dynastic seal-impressions from Mesopotamia also
represent analogous scenes.
These results permit archaeologists to conclude that the earliest settlements in this region belong to
2800-2200 BCE, which is a less-known period in the archaeology of the Central Iranian plateau,
So h es of Iran and F rs (Rafiˊi-Alavi et al. 2021c). The Presence or absence of any older settlement
sites at the region (LBA I or Neolithic/Chalcolithic) is still not clear and need further investigation.
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Fig. 1. Location of the surveyed area near Kafarved (Ilkhan et al. 2019).

F

Fig. 2. The mud-brick brick structure, discovered at the site ZR.MS.97.006 (Rafi i-alavi et al. 2019b: fig.
n. 3, 522).
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Fig. 3. Pottery decorated with wavy lines and a clay object discovered at the site ZR.MS.97.013 (Rafi ialavi et al. 2019b: fig. 9, 525).

Fig. 4. The pottery found at the site ZR.MS.97.013 (Rafi i-alavi et al. 2019b: fig. 10, 526).
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Fig. 5. Stamp imprints, and animal figurines found at the site ZR.MS.98.051 (Rafi i-alavi et al. 2020: fig. 6,
359).

Fig. 6. Two human burials, discovered at ZR.MS.98.051 (Ilkhan et al. 2019: fig. 5, 109; Rafi i-alavi et al.
2020: fig. 7, 360).
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Figs. 7-8. Agate bead with gold cap, burial feature, ZR.MS.98.051 (Rafi i-alavi et al. 2021: fig. 2, 57;
Thirteen beads, made from agate and gypsum, probably of a necklace, burial good ZR.MS.98.051,
(Rafi i-alavi et al. 2021: fig. 3, 58).

Fig. 9. Pottery decorated with human and animal images found at the site ZR.MS.98.051 (Rafi i-alavi et
al. 2020: fig. 9, 362).
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